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Dentist
Foils
Hold-Up

Visiting Youth Slain
By Roving Teen Gang

A pair of young thugs was
routed last week after
knock-out blow aimed at n
Beale Street dentist failed.
victim
intended
the
and
neighborhood
the
alarmed
with his loud cries.
Putting the pair to flight
after one of the men hit him
ri the back of the neck with
"rabbit punch" was Dr.
Ransom Q. Venson, whose office is located at 179 Beale.

ei:

Dr. Venson gave this account of the incident which
occurred last Tuesday night:

OPPOSED TO POLICE CHIEF J. C. MACDONALD

Above members of the Bluff City and Shelby County
Council of Civic Club who voted to express their opposition
"I had gone downstairs to
to thief Macdonald being retained In his present position.
the grocery store under my• 'This is the first acton taken by the Council members who
place to get some fruit, and -were installed in office last Sunday afternoon. Al the right
just as I was about to re, is Frank It. Kilpatrick, new president, accepting the gavel
from Atty. H. T. Lockard, who installed the officers for

1964. Others in the photo are Mrs. Ruby SpIght, Mrs.
Annie Coleman, Mrs. Arline Patton. Mrs. Lydia Robinson.
I. B. Wills, 0, Z. Evers, Rev. Alexander Gladney, James
Walker, Matthew Harris, I. H. Murphy. James Ballard,
Garfield Campbell, Jesse Jones. Howard Jackson. Charlie
Walton and Roscoe McWilliams. , Staff Photo by Ernest
Withers)
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Council
Opposes
Macdonald

The powerful Bluff Cilky and
Shelby County Council of
Civic Clubs, representing an
estimated 50,000 members in
Memphis, went on record last
Sunday afternoon as "opposing the reappointment of Chief
of Police J. C. Macdonald.
A letter to that effect was
sent to the City Commission,
earlier this week.
Macdonald's job has been in
jeopardy every since Mayor
William B. Ingram, Jr. took
the oath of office, Jan. 1. He
As a longtime advocate of one reporter asked Commis- Is opposed to maintaining
T. E.
equal employment opportuni- sioners Claude Armour,
James Macdonald as chief of police.
ties without regard to race, "Pete" Sisson and
jobs
The "opposition to Maccreed or color, Public Service Moore if they would fill
the Council of
Commissioner Hunter Lane in their departments without donald" by
Civic Club was made officialtold reporters that he would regard to race.
Commissioner Armour said ly last Sunday during a meetfill jobs in his department on
it ing of the Council. Members
the basis of merit and pre- that he had already made
clear that his department of the Council as well as the
paredness.
would not use race as a cri- public in many areas In the
"1 think that the city teria in filling jobs in t h e city feel that Chief Macdonald
area,"
this
in
should lead
fire and police departments, is reponsibie for the abusive,
Commissioner Lane said, where there are between 1,800 misconduct of some of the poOther commissioners said they and 1,800 workers.
licemen while on duty.
would follow the same proceAsked if this would include
dure.
secretaries, although none is
The agreements came after working in that capacity in
Memphis at present, Commissioner Armour emphatically declared, "I said ALL."
The press conference was
the first to be given by the
incoming Mayor William B.
Ingram, Jr.. and Commissioners Sisson and Lane.
At the beginning of the
A vice president of Union
conference, Mayor Ingram
Protective Life Insurance Comtold a radio newsman that as
has been nominated by
citizens of Memphis, Negroes pany Commissioner "Pete
Last SOS, January 19, 1964. would have to be considered City
Sission for the City Transit
To protect yourself and your
for jobs also in the City GovAdvisory Commission.
community, you must take ernment.
Harold J. Whalum was nomthis Vaccine (Type II) at clinic sites listed below.

The problems of Growing
Older will be discussed by the
director of Family Service
Association of America Project on Aging, Theodore R.
Isenstadt, during a meeting
set for Wednesday, Jan. 22 at
10:30 a.m. at the Memphis
DR. R. Q. VENSON
and Shelby County Health
Jefferson
Auditorium, 814
enter the stairway, I saw two
Ave.
men, one standing just inside
Isenstadt directs a fourthe door and one on the outyear Ford Foundation supside.
ported project to improve and
NO SUSPICIONS
expand services for helping
older people and their fami"I had not reason to be suslies in 40 Family Service agenpicious about them, because
cies across the country, an" people often wait for me down
nounces Mrs. Ruth G. Joynet
there.
The photo was made during the inagural
executive director of Memphis
Mayor William B. Ingram, Jr., is shaking
'The taller of the two openFamily Service and also a
ceremony. In the center is Rey. C. M. Lee
ed his mouth, and said, Doc, bands with 0. Z. Evers, president of the
member of the advisory comat the left is an unidentified man.
I have a tooth that I want
Unity League, which endorsed and supmittee for this national projyou to fix.' I told him to come
ported Ingram's candidacy during election.
ect.
on upstairs and I would wait
"We want everybody inon him.
•
terested in the problems of our
stairs
older citizens to meet with
Family Service," Mrs. Joyst:[telcIlim7antdhe
h:Iadtime
•
that
hit me
one of them jusstta
ner said, "so that we may
with what I would call a
have more effective efforts
rabbit pungfi with the intenin behalf of the aging." At
tion
out,
this meeting individuals, comI only went down.
munity organizations who
of knocking me
"I started yelling, and the
If you have missed Vaccine
work with older people, govsmaller man ran away, but The National Urban Rockefeller, Mrs. Jessie Turn- erson, James Penick, Jr., Al ernment agencies such as the Type I or Type III or both,
the big one began stomping League's Southerh Regional di- er, Dr. E. H. Hunter, Dr. James Pollard, Hugh .:'Patterson, Bill Vet er a ns Administration, they will be available to you
at my head. He was trying to rector, Clarence D. Coleman of A. Norton, Mrs. Clinton And- Conley, Fred Darragh;
S.U.N. agencies. the Medical later, details to be announcstomp me in the mouth, but Atlanta, Ga., has announced
FLORIDA:
Society, churches, and civic ed.
I deflected the blows with my that a South-wide Advisory
Mann, groups will participate.
W . Shi.
Trask
DrrtW
obe
Honorable Robert
The Sabin Oral vaccine is
arm," Dr. Venson recalled. Committee has been establishDr. Ira Davis, Dr, James Bass; F. Fitzhugh Taylor, Jr., is tasteless, odorless, and cornThe popular dentist said that ed to spearhead the expansion
Yates.
of
president
this Shelby Unit- pletely without any type of The "Civil Rights Gains
GEORGIA: Clayton R.
his cries attracted his secre- of the Urban League's proHubert M. Jackson, Jacob R. ed Neighbors agency, which harmful side effects. It is ad- and Goals" of Memphis' Negives
tary, who came out and tossed gram in the South.
Abercromcounseling to older per- ministered in doses of three gro citizens will be the topic
Henderson, E. L.
sons and their families.
her purse at his assailants. Named co-chairmen of the
bie;
precisely-measured drops on of discussion when the monthOne
Charles
She joined him in the scream- Advisory Committee has been
Mrs.
person in 10 in our a cube of sugar, a simple and ly forum at Centenary MethLOUISIANA:
country
is
ing and the second man ran Winthrop Rockefeller of Mor65
or
over.
Isen- universally popular type of odist Church, 878 Mississippi
Keller, Dr. Albert W. Dent,
stadt will explain how older medication by mouth.
away.
rilton, Ark., and Leon Davis Isaac Smith, 49-year-old Mrs. C. L. Dennis;
Blvd., is held at 5:30 p.m.
who opened the
people
can
mechania
a
take
fresh
outOklahoma.
Tulsa,
of
CAUGHT NEAR SCENE
NORTH CAROLINA: Asa T.
It can be taken safely by Sunday (Jan. 19).
The formation of this com- Memphis "murder season" Spaulding, Dr. Kenneth R. look on aging. He will also
Panelists for the forum will
While the police were at mittee is the outgrowth of two when the new year was less
tell the latest measures now infants, diabetics, persons with
H. Turner, president
his place getting a statement meetings held at Winrock than 48 hours old by stabbing Williams;
being used to help our senior allergies to penicillin or eggs, be Jesse
about the robbery attempt, Dr. Farm and in Memphis, during a long-time friend, was in- OKLAHOMA: Amos T. Hall, citizens. He is ,.the author
by persons -with all types of of the local NAACP chapter,
of
Venson said someone came in 1963, which brought together dicted by the Shelby Grand Mr. and Mrs. Leon Davis, Mrs. many magazine articles and .health handicaps. When sugar leader in Memphis' civil rights
and cashier of
and told them that one of the
has made television appear- cannot be taken, the vaccine movement,
a wide cross-section of south- Jury last week for first de- M. B. Glismann:
Bank; H. A. Gilliam
air who tried to rob him was ern Negro and white leaders gree murder.
TEXAS: Mack Hannah;
ances as a nationally recog- can be administered directly Tri-State
n the grocery store under his
mouth or swallowed in vice president of Universal
to explore means of improvSmith, who lived at 1648 VIRGINIA: Dr. Jerome H. nized "expert" in the field of by
HAROLD WHALLM
Life Insurance company, Mrs.
office.
distilled water.
ing voluntary participation in Locust, stabbed Robert Wil- Holland, Thomas W. Young, J. aging.
Site Ish, wife of Dr. Stanley
Police went down and ar- working out solutions in local liamson of 1180 Springdale on S. Nickens, Jr.;
Take your entire family to Ish, and a volunteer commu- mated by Sission last week
rested Clifford Flowers, 26, communities to problems con- Jan. 2. after the two got into
TENNESSEE: Dr. Hollis
the clinic site of your choice, nity worker; and George L. The first Negro was appointed
who gave his address as tributing to unrest of Negroes an argument about Smith Price, Carl Carson, Mrs. Georeveryone from 3 months of Holloway, Jr., an international several years ago. A. Macec
auto
the
367-H Vance. He was booked of the region.
kicking some of
age to 100 years old should representative of the United Walker. He is an executive of
gia M. Bumpus, Henry B.
placed
Christopher,
had
The initial interest of this parts the victim
on a charge of assault with
have this vaccine. There is Auto Workers Union.
White, Paul R.
Universal Life Insurance Comworking
while
develop
to
be
committee will
intent to commit robbery.
on the floor
little or no waiting at the
Edmund Orgill.
pany and the Tri-State Bank
forum
the
of
Moderator
garage
a
in
the
car
in
is
Leagues
Urban
underneath
Both Dr. Venson and his new
Dr. I. A. WatMembers of the Committee's The Memphis And Shelby school clinics. Usually from 5 will be Thaddeus T. Stokes, The next was
community.
its
attention
Dourass
however
the
South,
in
secretary, Mrs. Patricia Price,
to 7 minutes will enable you
Jr., a practicing dentist
son,
County
coParents
League
has
e
r
a
Committee
editor of the Tri-State De- who resigned recently along
After stabbing Williamson, Steering
picked Flowers out of the will be devoted also to strengchairmen: Winthrop Rockefel- made plans to hold its first and your family to become fender.
with all other members of the
police lineup as the man who thening the structures budg- witnesses .jaid Smith became ler and Leon Davis, and Jacob meeting of this year Tuesday immunized.
. The forum is sponsored by Commission in order that the
had tried to rob the dentist. ets and programs of current- remorsefuLand ran two blocks
Abercrom- night, Jan. 21, at 7:30 o'clock
L.
E.
Henderson,
sites
will
open
Clinic
be
R.
Centenary Church's Commis- newly elected City Commis"I have learned a lesson," ly operating Urban League of to get an •yrnbulance for him,
bie, LeRoy S. Gaillard, and Dr. at the Memphis Health De- from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Sun- sion on Social Concern of
sion could appoint whomeves
Dr. Venson said later, after the Southern Region. The helped lift the victim on a W. W. Schell.
partment, 814 Jefferson Ave. day, Jan. 19. A fee of 25 cents
a they desired.
recounting what had ihappen- committee will work stretcher and then remained
item on the agenda is requested but not required. which Miss Addie Golden,
Featured
closely with the staff of the with him until he was arrestLeMoyne college librarian, is This is the first time that
ed.
is ttie showing of slides on
If you have any doubts, call
Whalum has been considered
"From now on," he said, National Urnan League's ed at the hospital.
Driver Pares Delinquency by Frank your family physician or Polio chairman.
Woman
Another
ShelA question and answer pe- for an appointive public of"I am going to let the pros- Southern Regional Office at At the same time, the
a local FBI agent. Control 525-8231.
Holle9an,
indictfice.
riod will take place.
pective patient go up the Atlanta and the National Ur- by County Grand Jury
LAKENHEATII, England — Also Appearing will be Mack
Memphis and Shelby Coun- The forum is open to the He is married to the formes
stairs, and I will follow him." ban League Executive Board. ed Mrs. Marie Ross on a (UPI) — Delphine Wokes, 19, Pritchird who will tell of his
murdegree
two
Persons, attending the
charge of second
Miss Matilda Chavis. They are
of three women studying work last summer with the ty residents have proven they
meetings out of which the der in. the death of her 19- one
Rev. James M. Lawson, Jr. the parents of two sons, Hat.
in
out
can
force
perturn
to
ImCorps.
at
Conservation
Youth
engineering
aeronautical
old, Jr., a second-grader at
now Your Negro History committee was formed were: montkold son, Gerald, on
out polio. Be is pastor of the church.
perial College, was made an The League Was formed in manently stamp
ALABAMA: Mr. and Mrs. Dec. 15.
The forum was scheduled Peabody School and Fredesure
is
on
let
there
no
down
group
a
by
S.
1963
of
U.
spring
the
the
honorary member of
Whalums live at 1775
In 1935-36, in Chicago, 0.8 LeRoy S. Gaillard, Jr., Mrs. Police charged that the
Tactical of parents from all parts of the lea Sunday, January HI. for last Sunday but it was rick. The
babY was bitten by rats and Air Force's 494th
postponed on account of snow. Glenview Ave.
pur cent of Negroes made more Jerome Z. Morris;
1964.
county.
and
city
the
Fighter Squadron here.
ARKANSAS: Winthrop died of pneumonia.
than $5000 a year.

Urban League Forms Committee To
e
veek Solution To Race Problem

Civil Rights To
Be Discussed At
Centenary Sunday

Douglass Mechanic
Indicted In First
Slaying Of 1964

Parent League
To Meet Jan. 21

k

Nominated For
Transit Advisory
Commission

Next Sunday
Last For SOS
Oral Vaccine

e
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A. PATTERSON

'Old Age'To
Be Explained Four Commissioners Promise
By Expert No Bias In City Employment

bora]
stork

. St
es

A 16-year-old boy, who carried to John Gaston hosstopped in Memphis to visit pital, where he was pronounchis grandmother while en ed dead on arrival.
Mrs. Shaw said that Arthur
route to Washington, D. C.,
was knifed to death last Fri- Lee had gone to the South
day night by members of a Memphis area to visit a teenage sister, Miss Doris Jean
roving teenage gang.
Patterson.
The victim was Arthur Lee
En route to Memphis on
Patterson of Templeton, Texas,
to attend to the burial
Monday
grandhis
visiting
was
who
arrangements for her son was
mother, Mrs. Mattie Shaw of
Washington,
Mrs. Dorothy
931 Center Lane.
wife of a career serviceman
Homicide Capt. E. G. Swann stationed in Texas.
said that four youths would
Mrs. Shaw said that her
be charged with murder. In grandson was born in Memconnection
in
Court
Juvenile
phis, but that he was carried
with the youth's death are to Louisiana about 10 years
Melvin Richardson, 15; Mau- ago when his mother was
rice Earl Sykes and Larry married to a soldier stationed
Gray, both 16, and Richard in that area.
Lee Jackson, 17.
NO RUNAWAY
Capt. Swann said that the
The victim's grandmother
was at said that it was erroneously
Patterson you
Fourth and Crump when the stated that he had run away
four boys who lived in the from home to come to Mem'housing project in the area, phis, but the report was not
'came up and asked him for true, although a boy who
a cigarette.
came with him had come
without his parents knowledge
STAB IN CHEST
After one of the boys or consent.
T. H. Hayes and Sons Funknocked Patterson down, another stabbed him in the left eral home is in charge of final
Ichest with a knife, wounding arrangements.
Burial will be in Memphis.
;inn near the heart. He was

SAT
Page 24
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40 Presented Awards At
4-N Achievement Program
SOMERVILLE — The price 1963 4-H AWARD
of lasting achievement, com- SENIORS
plete success ia unselfish de- John T. Dorse, forestry;
dication, said the editor of the Clyde Tucker, entomology;
i State Defender, Thaddeus Eugene Anderson, garden;
1
T.
.1 Stokes, when he was mak- Timothy McNamee, baius .agriing the keynote address at the culture; Hugh A. Gray, soil
annual 4-H Acheivement pro- conservation; Edward Gray,
gram held in Fayette County Electric; Sara h Williams,
Training school recently.
achievement; Roscee
He told the 40 award-win- leadership; Hortense .Solden.
fling club leaders that "suc- leadership; Annie P. McClencess is not a path that is trod- ton, safety; Mary E. Johnsoi,
$ed along, you must always food preparation Julia Whit.
travel that path with others.' fore, home improvement;
He added, "to those of you Lusky Degrafried, senior pub*Ito are endowed with leader- lic speaking; Hannah Jones,
s-hip ability by your creator, senior public speaking; Nannie
I urge you to purge from your E. Machn, canning; Margret
minds deep-seated hatred, re- Randle, dairy food; Phillis
place it with human under- Morrow, senior poultry; Mardie Goodwin, health; Ruby
standing."
Deener, senior dress revue;
Stokes urged the 'youngsters Mary Braden, clothing achieveto become invovled in their ment; Mattie Bonner, frozen
community's life. By becoming food;. Annie L. Holloway, senvitally concerned about the ior bread; Robert Clark,
welfare of the people living in swine; George Bonner, tractor;
the area and their physical, Lucy Humphery, canning; L.
educational and social needs. C. Franklin, garden
The editor also stressed the JUNIORS
need for cooperation with Elizabeth A. Ware, safety;
their families to assure maxi- Godfrey McNamee, tractor;
mum, security, prosperity and Charlie Robinson, forestry;
happiness for all members of Ruby Richardson, health; John
the family.
E. Wainwright, soil conservaHe was introduced by Ros- tion; Bennie L. Elsberry, dairy
coe Gudger, state president of food; Mose Payne, home imthe 4-H club. Presentation of provement; John Goodwin,
4-H swards were made by electric; Rafard Scott, swine;
Mrs. Bessie Jones, assistant Helen Smit h, entomology;
home agent; and J. C. Greg- Sandra Bledsoe, junior public
ory, assistant county agent. speaking;
Christopher
McMusic was supplied by the Jef- Namee, junior public speakferson Consolidate School ing; Mary E. Lane, junior
chorus and 4-H Club Girls.
bread baking; Edna Stewart,
Receiving awards were:
junior dress revue.

Entrance Exam
At LeMoyne Set
For Saturday
LeMoyne is offering its entrance examination this Saturday, Jan. 18, to high school
seniors interested in enrolling
at the college and competing
for academic scholarships and
athletic and music awards.
Entering students seeking National Defense Loans also will
be determined by this exam.
The test will be given in
Brownlee Hall, starting at 8:30
a.m. There will be a $2 examination fee.
The college is offering full- OPENS LECTURE SERIES
tuition, four-year scholarships; Dr. John F. Burton, assistant
full-tuition, one-year scholar- Wayne County Mich.) medical
ships; full-tuition at
examiner, recently opened the
awards and half-tuition music
1963-64 Public Health Pathoo
awards.
Tuition scholarships will logy lecture series at Meharr
range from $150 to $405 a Medical college In Nashville.
The series is sponsored by a
year.
U.S. Public Health Service
grant to Meharry's pathology
department totaling $65,975.

TOYS FOR THE UNDERPRIVILEGED
Members of the Girl Scout Cadette Troop of Corry Junior
High school spongored a sock hop and charged a toy for
admission to the dance. Here the girls pose with the hundreds of items just before donating them to Family Service of Memphis for distribution. Seen at left, front row,

from left are Mrs. Fredericka A. Hodges, troop sponsor:
Vaida Lewis, Alberta Hardtack and Jo Ann Brown, troop
leaders. On extreme right, front row. is Mrs. Loretta Kateo
of Family Service of Memphis, who was on hand to accept
toys. (Withers Photo

Too Much Pressure On
Lions,Says Spillers

Dunn School PTA To Sponsor 'Know needy children in the area.
Details of the drive will be
Your Teacher'
explained during-the meeting.

Dunn Avenue School PTA Parents and patrons are urged
has planned a "Know Your to attend the meeting.
Teacher" month. To point up
the observance a skit is Mrs. Gladys Bolden, vice
to be presented Wednesday, president, will preside. Mrs. C.
Jan. 15 at 7:30 p.m. in the Horn is chairman of the proschool's cafetorium, during a gram. Mrs. M. Goodman is the
PTA president and Mrs. D. R.
meeting.
The PTA plans to stall a Burnley is the school's prindrive to obtain clothing for cipal.

'brio DA.ISY

One Big Week!
Starts SAT. Jan 18

•

Sporting a 16-1 win-loss rec- believes that the players would
ord after dropping a game to even be better than they are
I tell you,chum...IBUgh3 it iS1 ...'"
Booker T. Washington's War- now if it were not for the
riors a n d easily vanquishing fact that they have no other
the Douglas Red Devils, one place to practice than the
might expect the Lester High school gymnasium in all of
School Lions to he quite satis- Binghampton.
fied.
"There used to be a basket
But Coach
on a pole down near the eleIra Spillers, the
mentary school," he said, "but
Lion's mentor,
it is gone now.
had his crying
"We have no community
towel out last
center in this area for the boys
week "because
to practice in. The students
TONY
of the presure
who play for Booker T. WashBIBEICialRE • BLL
ARCHIE THE ACTOR
on this ball
ington High school can pracArchie Moore, who became a legend in the boxing ring
club and me to
tice at a number of places.
Plus — Jerry Lewis in
until he was knocked out of the ring by a combination
win."
"After the gym at the school
"Who's Minding The Store?"
of old and the youthful Cassius Marcellus Clay, will try
"They expect
is closed," Spillers said, "the
his hand as an actor journest log westward in "The Geneva
players can go to the YMCA,
us to beat the Ira
Spillers,
world and do
Church Park auditorium or the
Balfour Story" on "Wagon Train" on ABC-TV in this
things that have never been Gaston Community center and
area from 7:30 to 9 p.m.
accompli*ed before by high play, while our boys would
school athletes," Coach Spil- have to go long distances.
lers declared.
But Spillers is one of the
Kindly send me the Tri-State '
winningest coaches in the
Bluff City, and the fame of
Defender to address below
his cagers is spreading around.
Not only are the stands in
One
year $6.00 Six months $3.50
the Lester gym being filled by
perrennial Lion rooters. They
include other players from
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
white high schools and colleges who have read or heard
TO
about the exploits on the hardwood of such Lions as Charles
Paulk, Richard Jones, Bennie
1
Price, John Miller and Claude
11 Street Addres•
Zone Na,
Humphrey and the sensational
sophomore, Charley Williams.
City
State
"They say we have some big
men, but the players on the
other teams are just as tall as
our boys. And too," Spillers
pointed out, "we have only
SALE S:1T.,E SALE SALE SALE
some 800 students to select
our players, while some of our
rivals have as many as 2,000
or more."
One of the reasons rival
players find the Lions hard to
50 gals.
50 gals.
beat, he said, is that the team
has become skilled through
OPEN NITELY
practice.
of Gas
•
Coach Spillers said that he

, Forasiting. 1

00

COME BLOWYOUR HORN
NB.PZOYN.Eg StJOHN

'63 Pontiac Grand Prix

$3495
power steering and

Radio and heater. automatic drive,
brakes. next. and windnw•, factory ale, aluminum
wheel dies. List price $S600.

'63 Plymouth Sta. Wgn. .

_41795

Belvedere, power steering and brak••. one owner. Like

'63 Falcon Station Wagon .

.41595

One owner. 11 000 a•tual mark. like n•lr,

'59 Studebaker Sta. Wgn.
'56 Olds 4-Dr. Hardtop
'39 Chow. 4-Door

$95
4125
$595

g-•ylinde•. stmpht Any,

'63 Comet 2-door H. T.

41995

Thu ket meat', radio 4. heater. automatic drive. ULM

;Uri:Olds Super "88"

$2295

4-door hardtop rower te•rsrir & brake!. radio and
heater. automatic. double sharp.

'59 Lincoln Continental

$1695

Full power and tam,v sir cond. Sharp.

'63 Chevrolet impala

....

Sport 'pr. Full power and factory air.
'63 Galaxie $00, 4-door
Full power and factory or

$2695
$2495

563 Ford, 9-passenger

$2595

Station wagon. Full power and fartorv air.

'63 Chevrolet, 4-dr. Eel Mr . $1495
Radio and heater. etraTeht drive.

'61 Falcon 4-dr.

$995

Radio and Tee,. automatic trami.

'62 Dodge Dart

$1195

Ttactio_ hater. automatic Iron.

$995

'61 Valiant 4-door Sedan
StrnIzlIt drivn. S!-lt p

'62 Fiat "1100" 4-door
'61 T-Bird 2-door Hardtop

5895
$2295

5-.1

'59 Cadillac Sedan DeVEle

$1995

One no. n•r, I•

150 MORE TO CHOOSE FROM

PAT PATTERSON
MOTOR SALES
3264 Summer

No. 3
re I 8882

FA 4 5681,

New Subscription Order

THE PALACE

4

CLOTHING CO.
214-16 SO. MAIN STREET
Across from Malco Theatre

Dress your entire family
for The'Occasions
1964
Reasonable prices & EZ Terms
Home Store, For Home People,
your account's welcome

LOOK!

LOOK!

FREE

/

With Purchase of Cars
Listed Below

MORE BUS SERVICE
IS HERE
New bus Schedules now in effect have
added 15,000 miles of Service to give to
you the greatest amount of fast, convenient
service in more than seven years.
PLEASE ASK YOUR OPERATOR FOR
THE NEW
SCHEDULES

RED

MEMPHIS

`44f*
•
•
•
•

TRANSIT

AUTHORITY

Lucia Hawkins will be the featured vocalist in the Radio City
Music Hall stage spectacle
opening Thursday, June 6. accompanying the premiere of
"Come Blow Your Horn," a
comedy starring Frank Sinatra.

1195

$100 DOWN, 24 NOTES
$23.00 DOWN

T. BALLARD
AUTO SALES

1961 STARLINER FORD 2 DR. H.T.
STRAIGHTSTICK, R.N., W.S.W.

545

95
South Lauderdale St.
1v
9.
681, CpRsE .R H

895

S

1957 FORD
4 or., s Cyl. Over S595
Drive, Like New. .
1958 FORD
2 Dr., V-8, Autom. $205
Excellent Cond... J7
1956 PONT.
2 Or. H.T.; R.N.
Sharp

s495

I

•1959 CHEV. IMP. 2 DR., H.T.
R.H., A.T. BIG ENGINE

I

$150 DOWN, 30 MONTHS

•

1958 FORD SKYLINER, R.H., A.T.
W.S.W., P.S.

895

$75.00 DOWN, 18 MONTHS TO PAY

YOU MUST SEE THIS ONE

1958 F.L. 500
2 Dr., H.T.
Solid Black

MTV

$$$

1959 GAL.
Cony., R.N., ReadyS695
Fully Equipped . .
1956 OLDS.
2 Or. WT.
Fully Equipped ..

495

•

RAMBLER,
1-2-)16 Poplar

CT, S•So20

Mid•South's Largest lited Car Mart
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• Left Side

To Publish
Works Of 37
Negro Poets

.DOWN FRONT!
'
****************
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••$

MEMPHIS AND SHELBY Tri State Defender during its
COUNTY Parents League has infancy. Best wishes to you
An anthology, New Negro
set a mieeting for Tuesday, Mrs. Wathan. May the best
Poets: U.S.A., edited by author
come your way ever."
and
playwright, Langston
Jan. 21 at 7:30 p.m. at the SOUTHERN
BELL TELEHughes, with a foreword by
City's Health Department, 814 PHONE COMPANY is in the
Pulitzer prize-winning poetJefferson' Ave. We are happy process of hiring its first Neess Gwendolyn Brooks, is set
that this group is meeting. gro woman in the clerical deto be published by Indiana
University Press April 20.
Such is badly needed in Mem- partment. Bravo; bravo! This
Is keeping in step with the
The works of a Memphis
phis.
times.
man, Who was a former stuWE RECEIVED MANY IN- THE HARD TO REACH
dent at LeMoyne college,
QUIRIES about the date of YOUTH COMMITTEE has emThurmond Snyder, will be in.
ployed
George
Holmes,
W.
to
eluded in the book. He won
Negro History Week. It is
work as a detached worker
a Reader's Digest award for
celebrated between the dates with youth with social probhis poetry, several years ago.
of Abraham Lincoln's and lems, move in the right direc"A kind of metrical sociolAILFrederick Douglass' birthday tion.
'SATCHMO' HELPS HEART RESEARCH
of the Negro heart," this
ogy
111Panniversaries.
Noted "ambassador of Jazz" Louis "tiatehmo" Armstrong,
THERE IS AN EXECUTIVE
volume offers a wide variety
LOTS OF SOUTHERNERS JOB just waiting for the right
left, receives thanks of Meharry Medical college
of verse—from very intimate
from
A HAPPY NEW AMERICAN
are saying that if they must young man to come along. The
statements to public protests President Darold D. West backstage at Nashville's Munisuffer northern weather here, job starts at $4,000. The man
Beaming proudly after receiving her citiagainst the injustices, long
cipal Auditorium after the musician and his ail-star
in the new Federal Building. Standing in
grout)
they would just as soon move must have a college education
suffered by Negro Americans gave a benefit concert to help
zenship patters at a ceremony in Federal
rear, from left, are Sherwood G. Weir, IV.
raise funds for Meharrv's
to the north rather than to or the equivalent. Sure—you
—written by 37 postwar Ne. heart
District ('ourt last Friday. Dawn India
disease research laboratory. The laboratory Is in
Mrs. Sherwood G. Weir, III. and Mr. Weir.
have the northern climate in- can call us about this job.
gro poets.
Weir poses with her parents and brother
the cardiology section of Meharry and has been named
(Withers Photo)
vade the south with icy
Aside from the value of inArmstrong Research Laboratory in the trumpeter's honor. ,
fingers and snow storms.
dividual works, "the large
American Seventh Day Adtriumph here," writes GwenWE ARE WONDERING if a
ventist missionaries, Dr. and
dolyn Brooks in her foreword,
peace-offering will be made
Mrs. George H. Rue, who at"is the realization on the
when U. S. Senator Herbert S
tempt to place children of majority
of these poets that
Sr..
Walter coming to Memphis formixed parentage in homes of no matter
how important are
a "voting counting" session
Seventh Day Adventist in the their informing
truths, poetry
Jan. 17-18. Mayor William B.
United States.
to be the results of their Lead
Ingram, Jr., and the four city
commissioners are expected to Eight-year-old Dawn India phan back in 1959, after they word of English, but now she "But before they would at- involvement with emotion
attend a breakfast and "break- Weir, daughter of Mr. a n d talked to a couple in Alabama is as fluent as any other child tempt to find a child for us," and idea and pen and paper." Of the 105,637 beys and to race, showed that 219 white
Mrs. Weir explained, "they re- New Negro Poets: U.S.A. girls enrolled in 12 grades of students left
bread" as well as representa- Mrs. Sherwood G. Weir, III, of who had adopted a child from her age.
because of over
quired several references from records the metamorphosis school in Memphis, 1,822 left
tives from the two daily news- 2273 Hunter ave., got one of that country.
Mrs. Weir said that some
age, while 419 Negroes left
without
a
diploma,
person
during
who
had
the
already the American Negro artist is
papers are expected to be in- her 1963 Christmas presents a From t he time that the elapsed some 16 months, and
for the same cause.
children
undergoing:
through currently
n o 1962-63 school year, according
vited to this "keep Tennessee few days before the holiday Weirs began the procedures Mrs. Weir, who teachers adopted
There were 147 whites who
to
the
Superintend
them.
ent's
anlonger
entirely
preoccupied
from going Republican in '64" this year. It was her citizen- that brought little Dawn to mathematics at Carver High
dropped school, while 63 Net
their home in Memphis, there school says she became impati- "In order to get a child with protest literature, he is nual report released here last groes
meeting. Of course Jim Irwin, ship papers.
discontinued for that
which would fit into our turning to 1 h e universal week.
chairman of the Shelby Coun- Dawn, a third grade student she had to persuade the child's ent.
A breakdown on the causes reason.
ty Democratic Executive at Hyde Park Elementary guardian to release her for MUCH CORRESPONDENCE home," she said, "we had to themes that have inspired for withdrawal
revealed that Pregnancy accounted for
Committee with the willing co- school, was born in Seoul, adoption.
Dawn came from the Seoul send pictures of our family to poets of all ages.
the greatest were over age, 267 withdrawals in the Negro
operation of Robert M. Fargar- Korea, and came to the Unit- Dawn got to this country on Sanitarium, Hospital and Or- them, and they in turn sent us The poets represented are marriage
and pregnancy.
schools while 18 whites left
son and Edgar H. Gillock are ed States three years ago this Dec. 28, 1960, not knowing a phanage operated by two one of the child they wanted Robert J. Abrams, Samuel The
report, listed according for that reason.
to place with us. We also had Allen, Vivian Ayers, Lerone
the prime-movers in this pro- week.
to mail them our family his- Bennett, Julian Bond, Helen
posed affair. Missing from the Her parents became interestOther reasons for pupils leaving school are listed below:
Morgan Brooks, Isabella M.
tory."
list of persons asked to help ed in adopting a Korean orREASON
Brown, Margaret Danner,
'White Negro
arrange the affair are A. W.
PERSUADED GUARDIAN
Tom Dent', Ray Rurem, Solo- Lack of scholastic st ccess
Willis, Jr., a n d Russell 13
8
While Mrs. Weir was in the
0
mon
Edwards,
James
A. Lack of suitahe
Sugarmon, Jr.
United States fretting over the Emanuel,
school program
1
1
Mari Evans, Julia
delay, Mrs. Rue was looking Fields,
WE REGRET to see Mrs.
5
Carl Gardner, David Socially maindiusted
0
around in Seoul for a child Henderson,
Marie Wathan, news director
Calvin C. Hernton, Emotionally disturbed
Ii
1
that would be suitable foe Vilma
for about 13 years at WDIA
Howard, Ted Joans, Military servi.e.
ON 8
them. After locating Dawn, LeRoi Jones,
The newly established Ten. pointed are:
Radio Station, remove herself
Don Johnson, Misbehavior
1
0
who was then Mi Ham Park, Oliver LaGrone,
from the "working press" secnessee Commission On Human NASHVILLIANS:
Andre Lorde, Cost of rutenYne
0
3
had
tried
to
talk
her
tion of our city. She retired
out
of
George Love, Naomi Long Other economic reasons
Dr. Felix Robb, president of
Fourteen
employes of south- Rights is scheduled to hold its
adopting a child who had Mariget, Gloria
3, 8
last Friday. She, assisted the
C. Oden, Ray- Poor health
ern Bell Telephone and Tele- first meeting Thursday, Jan. Peabody College.
reached the age of five in fa- mond Patterson, Oliver
38
1
4 17
Pitchgraph company, with more 23 in the Senate Chambers in Dr. Madison Starrett, vice vor of getting an infant
but er, Allen Polite, Dudley Ran- Parental indifferei.ce
chancellor of Vanderbilt Uni- that she
than 300 years of service with Nashville, revealed
Pupil Hit, Dies
ignored the advice. dall, Conrad Kent Rivers, Mental
Atty. A. versity.
3
2
the company, will be honored
She has not had one minute Lucy Smith, Thurmond
W. Willis, Jr., who was apSny- Committed to Institution
3 12
VOGHERA, Italy — (U P I) during an anniversary party
Dr.
Charles
W.
Johnson,
proof
trouble or regret over tak- der, Alfred B. Spellman, Employed
pointed vice chairman by Gov.
15
3
School teacher Angelo Pol. to be held in the Universal
fessor at Meharry Medical Col- ing Dawn at her age.
James P. Vaughn, Mance Suspended
lini, 48, was in jail charged Life Insurance cafeteria on Frank Clement, Rev. Samuel lege.
13 17
.
"All
Dodson,
of
these
Jr.,
Williams,
rechildren
pastor
of
Calvary
Jay
and
Wright.
Pupil-teacher relaticewith causing the death of an Friday, Jan. 17.
11
0
Dr. Charles T. Morgan, di- quire a lot of affection—more
Methodist
Church
Nashin
11 year old pupil by slapping
Released by Board or excused for immaturity
State Representative Mar- ville is chairman
35 37
of the com- rector of development of Pea- than the average child,"
him in the face.
For vocational training
vin Spruill will be guest speak- mission.
body College.
1
1
said, "but they certainly sh
do
e
PoIlini.. arrested Thursday, er at the dinner, along with Three other Memphians
Sickness ,in family
Matthew Lynch, president of respond to it."
1
0
also
mr.aid he was innocent of the G. H. Booth, division plant
the Tennessee State Labor PARENTS
Death
3
1
TOOK OATH
charge of aggravated preter- manager and other manage- were appointed as West Ten- Council.
Hospitalized
1
4
nessee
When
members
54
persons
of
the
Comtook
the
intentional homicide (violence ment heads of the telephone
George
Barrett,
attorney
and
oath of allegiance to the Unit- The PTA Council has sche- The
mission: C, F. Williams, Atty.
resulting in murder beyond in- company.
president of the Tennessee
School Board's report on unemployment rolls at an
tention). Giovanni Dalera died Employees to be honored are Lee Winchester, Jr. and the Rt. Council on Human Relations. ed States during a ceremony duled its monthly meeting for added ,that the 1,822 dropouts expense considerabl
y higher
Rev.
Msgr.
held
Id
Kearney.
F.
last
Friday
in
the
courtFriday.
Jan.
Lea
Mrs.
17
at 11 am, at present a serious challenge to
Dora Merriweather,
Oct. 15 of a brain hemorrhage
EAST TENNESSEANS:
24 hours after the teacher al- Mrs. Clas B. Cleaves, Mrs. Purpose of the commission Rev. Frank R. Gordon of room of Federal Judge Bailey the City Board of Education, the community, because the than would have Seen incurred
Jessie Jones, senior janitor; is to promote improved race!Knoxville, head of the NAACP Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Weir 2597 Avery St., announces the children represent that many had the funds been available
legedly slapped him.
took the oath for Dawn.
president, Mrs. Margaret future family units in the area. for the individual attention
Mrs. Rosie B. Newbern, Mrs.1 relations and equal opportun- in Tennessee.
The Weirs have one son, Turner. Chairmen of commit- "It is not
Christine Hawkins, Mrs. Sal- 1 ities in Tennessee
Dr. Arthur Graham, Oak
at all unlikely some of these so obviously reSherwood Gene Weir, IV, who tees are expected to make re- that many of
lie Glover. Barnes Smith, Mrs. An executive order creating Ridge minister.
them will event- quired," the report on that
ports.
Lena Malone, Mrs. Emma S. the commission said it would. Dr. Elmer P. Gibson, presi- is 12 years old.
ually become wards of society problem concluded.
CAN YOU USE
Shaw, Henry L. Peterson, Ed- conduct research projects and dent of Morristown College,
ward Johnson, Roy Kelly, Ed- studies on race relations Morristown, Tenn.
MORE
ward Turner and Edward throughout the state.
Dr. Edward J. Boling, KnoxBryant.
The commission presently is ville, vice president of UniverAll have been with the tele- composed of 16 members but sity of Tennessee.
phone company from 15 to 40 five more are to be named.
Rabbi Max Zuker of KnoxGROUND FLOOR
years.
Other members already ap- ville.
STERICK BUILDING

Citizenship Included With Dawn

is

Southern Bell
To Give Party
For 14 Workers

Over Age, Marriage, Pregnancy
School Dropout Causes

Tennessee Council On
Human Rights To Meet

PTA Council To
Meet Friday

CASH"'
CITY FINANCE

Attention High School Seniors!

WHIRL FINKS EIRE vol.'
Gil PRI/ER/NUM
SERVICE

ellBuy Your
1964
Cars Or
Used Cars

From Us

WOOLWOR
*

JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
"ASK NOT WHAT YOUR COUNTRY CAN DO FOR YOU—.
ASK WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR YOUR COUNTRY"
leagore? Address lass, 20, 196/

FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD

R Ej
CUESIVTED

OsS,I1,1 At All

LeMoyne College
Entrance Examination

IIIGHL1CHTS OF SPEEMES
BY OUR BELOVED PRESIDENT

SATURDAY, JANUARY 18, 1964, 8:30 A.M.
Brownlee Hall

Jf)liN
FITZ(;ERAI,I) KENNEDY.
—
nen Inn! KIM 0111.v.v, An vv. Pre

Wow Inal

Wil•
/oven/ 01//no fa

a !Armorial album
re von nv• Intry

/1.1

WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS

THIRD 2. GAYOSO
JA 6-8871

Students interested in obtaining admission to LeMoyne
College
in September of 1964 and securing any of the followin
g
scholarships should take the examination at this time:

PEST

•EXTERMINATING CO.
• FULL-TUITION, FOUR-YEAR SCHOLARSHIPS.
• FULL-TUITION, ONE-YEAR SCHOLARSHIPS.

TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED

'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL

O.Z. EVERS
111 FOR FREE ESTIMATES
Ph. FA 7-6033

• FULL-TUIT1ON ATHLETIC AWARDS.
TO TICE mr MORY OF OUR LATE RH'OVET) PRESIDENT....
lk PRODUCT Or MUIR 1118153 SIC, 356 WEST IleNt ST.. N T C

A MEMORIAL ALBUM 1.00
ORDERS BY MAIL GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION!
WOOLWORTH'S-59 N Main, Memphis
\
( Please send me
only JOHN F. KENNEDY ALBUMS at 1.00 ea.
I NAME *********
1 STREET

• HALF-TUITION MUSIC AWARDS.
• NATIONAL DEFENSE STUDENT LOANS
(including tuition, fees, travel, room, board, etc.).
• TUITION SCHOLARSHIPS
ranging from $150.00 to $405.00

CHECK ( )
( )

CASH

CITY
STATE
M.O. ( )
1 Trnn. rrAideutA add 3';. Argo,'
toy Art4 as,. for hond/ing end im,logr for earl' record
I
orderrd.
3
--

vm.m.

••••

—

(Entrance Examination he $2.00)

_
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City Beautiful Club
Lists Achievements

"Cast thy bread upon the sus stated clearly and
plainly,
waters; for thy shalt find it "I've come so that they may
have
life and have it more
after many days."
abundantly!" What is change
Ecclesiastes liii
world
this would be if each of
DOING GOOD
us would blend all efforts to
We live in a day when many
people question the idea of making it possible for others to
realize the richer and fuller
doing good. The fruits of doing
life.
good have been bitter in many
instances. Oftimes those people Years ago one of the popular
for whom we do so much good recitation in our churches
said in part, "Others, Lord,
in the end turn to be the most
unappreciative. How disheart- others not me but others."
Once again in this world of
ening it must be to go about
conflict and despair we need
doing good only to be not apo start thipking in terms of
preciated.
others. This idea of others does
Some years ago Rev. D.
not embrace some great TheoGarnett of the Morning Star
logical concept. Oftimes only a
Baptist Church of Baltimore
kind word to some despondent
talking with the Rev. J. Dett
person or ctitld can be the turnMarshburn of Phoebus, Viring point in his life. Oftimes
ginia, made this stirring obsome apparently insignificant
servation, "Good has a way of
act or deed can remake some
catching up! We make ourLeMoyne's Student Chapter of the Napants. Seated, left to right: Queen Turnperson bent on destruction and
selves a blessing - eventually
tional Education Association held Its ansin. It is at this point that we
ipseed, outgoing "Miss NEA;" Mrs. Sartin,
God showers us with blessing."
nual
"notables
"
reception
recently and
can cast upon the waters.
Alvenia Perkins and Miss Jones. Standing,
What a great source of joy it
singled out Gwendolyn Jones as "Miss
KIND DEEDS
left to right: Mrs. Charles P. Roland, adwould be if in an hour of doubt
NEA." Speaker for the occasion was Mrs.
visor to the group; Mrs. Hattie Mangum.*
we would think along that An elderly old lady thinking
that all for which she has livFelicia Sartin. She was presented by Mrs.
1963 graduate; Mrs. Roble Shaw, presisame trend. The good things
ed was in vain, awakens one
Cornell Wells. The occasion attracted nearthat we do for others will evendent: Robert White and Mrs. Wells.
day to find a young man knockly 100. Pictured are some of the praticltually come back to us - oftimes
ing at her door and recalling
when we need it most.
that
was
it
something
that
CHRISTIAN MOTIVE
she had told him years ago
There should be some impellthat had changed his life.
ing force motivated by our
Christianity that should make Now instead of him being a Second Congregational church clerk, Milton Barber; lowship; Edwin
T. Prater.,
bum, which he was headed, he
each of us reach out to be a
is now a dedicated minister in- Church, 764 Walker Ave., has financial clerk and treasurer, The church budget for 1964
good Samaritan. Christianity
Edwin
C.
Jones
and
Fred
made
Hutplans
to hold its annual
and church officers will be
fluencing other people to accept
reaches out no further than it
chins respectively youth de- acted upon.
church business meeting Fridevelops in each of us a desire the Godly way of life.
partment, Myrna William;
Throughout his life this day, Jan. 24 at 7:30 p.m., anto want to help someone.
choir; Mrs. Omega Shetto;
young minister had been think- nounces the pastor, Rev. John
On one occasion when questrustee board, Dr. Alvin K.
ing of the kindly words this Charles Mickle, who will pretioned about His mission JeSmith; deacon board, Eugene
old lady had whispered in his side.
ears when he was on the very Reports will be made by the C. Moore, Sr.; Women's Fellowship, Mrs. Alphonse S.
brink of disaster. In hours of
temptation the words had been
Hunnicutt; and Laymen's Felheard and reheard in his ears.
He longed for the day when he
could come back to her and
say, "Thank you for being so
kind to me." Now at a moment Annual LeMoyne Alumni
id* her life when she had come Day, scheduled for Feb. 9, will
NEW YORK, N. Y. — The to the place where she thought feature the
men of the LeFey. St. Paul L. Epps of Los no one cared for her, this young
Angeles, Calif., has been ap- man comes back and thanks Moyne Club, it was announced
this week by Miss Eunice Carpointed to the executive staff her for her kind deed.
ruthers, general chairman.
of the Department of Inter- One
of the tragic things con- The affair will be held
pretation and Stewardship of cerning
this life is that far too the Commons on the campus
the United Presbyterian many
of us think in terms of from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Church, USA.
the immediancy of our rewards it will be a variety
program
Dr. Epps, who will make his
but that
headquarters at the Inter- teryelir old preacher of yes- with plenty of music featin bade us to cast o u r Ina Squash Campbell and lii
church Center here, will be bread
upon the water and Mad Lads.
one of eight secretaries to many
days thereafter it shall
serve the denomination's return.
It is at this point that
synods and presbyteries in each
one of us should do all
their interpretation and ste- the
Automobile, Furniture
good that we can to as
wardship efforts.
Signature
many as we can as often as we
He will be specifically re- can
Thw• Is a r•ason wliy p•ople
knowing that God will in
sponsible for urban steward- His own
Ilk, to do bu•in•ss with us. You,
time reward us with
too, will like our court•ous treatship and will have regional His
blessing.
ment and d••ir• to h•lp you.
oversight over the synods and
The
Laymen's
"Open
Fellowshi
p
Thursday and Friday
of
presbyteries of Ohio an d
Second Congregational church, Nights Until 700 P.M.
Michigan. In this capacity, he
Saturdays 900 to 1:00
764 Walker Ave., is ached- ,
will assist executives of these
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
uled to meet at Love Hall,:
judicatories in interpreting
Horns,
Own•d - Horne Operat•d
Tuesday,
Jan.
at
21
7:30
p.m.
year-round stewardship needs
DIXIE
Guest
speaker
is
expected
to
to members of local churches.
FINANCE COMPANY
be Hugh Murphy of MemDr. Epps has served as pas“Pr• Ilk, to say y•s to your
Funeral services for Mrs. phis' Roundtable of the Nator of the Bel-Vue Presby- Annie
loan request"
Batson Plunkett, whose tional Conference of ChrisExamined and Supervised by
terian Church in Los Angeles, late
residence was 100 W. tians and Jews.
ph, State D•partmonf of
which he organized in 1946.1 Gage
st., were held last SunHosts for the meeting will
Insurance and Banking.
The congregation began with day
afternoon at Salem-Gil- be Atty. A. A. Letting and
2 LOCATIONS
22 charter members and has field Baptist
church,
with
William
the
C.
Mardis. Edwin T
since grown to a membership pastor,
S. Main, JA 7-8581
Rev. A. L. McCargo, ,Prater is president of the Orof more than 700.
Madison, JA 5-7611
delivering the eulogy.
' ganization.
He has served as moderator Mrs. Plunkett
died on Wedof Los Angeles Presbytery and nesday, Jan. 8,
after a lengthy
the Synod of California. In illness.
Had she lived one more
1963, he was appointed a mem- week, she
would have had her
ber of both the denomination's 72nd birthday.
General Council and its Com- Survivors include
her husmission on Religion and Race. band, Robert
Plunkett, Sr.,
Dr. Epps has been active in three daughters
, Mrs. Lois
numerous civic, health a n d Plunkett Williams,
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
Mrs. Dororacial programs in Los An- thy Huggins and Mrs.
Louise
geles. He has received several Plunkett Coleman; two
sons,
awards for his efforts in these Floyd 0. Russell and
Robert
areas.
Plunkett, Jr., and nine grandHe received his education at children.
Virginia Union university, Her first religious
affiliaKnoxville college, Knoxville, tion was with the Rock
of
Tenn., and at Pittsburgh-Xenia Ages Baptist church where
Theological seminary, Pitts- she was baptized by Rev.
W.
burgh, Pa.
M. Thomas.
He and his wife, Kathryn, Interment was in National
have three children.
cemetery.

lo ers CIO Will
Provide A Service

Members of the Mempliiii
Voters club have decided IP
remain together in order to
Members of the 35th Ward brook claiming second prize. provide community services
City Beautiful club closed out PLANT TREE
for worthy individuals, includa year of achievements with
On Arbor Day, a white oak ing jobs, according to the presa dinner party at the home tree was planted on the camident of the organization.
of Mrs. Lula Hill of 2997 W. pus of Carver High school in
Fay ave.
memory of a former member, Officers of the club are Mrs.
Vito Brazellezz, president;
Among the accomplishments Mrs. Beatrice Robinson.
of the club listed for 1983 was
Officers of the club are Mrs. Lillian Sadler, secretary,
the painting of a home on Mrs. Beecher Dobbs, and and Mrs. Ellen Adams, treasKirk with Edgar Davis and chairman; Mrs. Mable Young, urer.
A. L. Claybrook donating their secretary, and Mrs. Bessie
Members of the Advisory
services and the sponsorship Claybrook, treasurer.
Board of the club, according
of Miss Carolyn Sherman in
Other members are Mrs. to Mrs. Brazellezz, are Mayor
the "Bronze Queen" contest. Ida Bramlett, Mrs. Earnestine William B. Ingram, Atty. John
The club gave a patio par- Buntyn, Mrs. Fordie Burton, Tucker, Blair T. Hunt, Rev
ty at the home of Mrs. Mable Mrs. I. M. Cobbs, Mrs. M. H. H. Harper, Miss Harry Mae
Young of 216 W. Dison with Mickle, Mrs M. Red- Simons, Dr. W. H. Brewster,
Mrs. Ella Brock winning first mond, Mrs. Ida Robinson, Rev. L. A. Aldridge, Ben Wesprize and Mrs. Bessie Clay- Mrs. Beatrice Thornton, Mrs. sell, Jr., Patrick Johnson, Sr.
Buddy Dwyer and Commis
sioner T. E. "Pete" Sisson.

75 Churches To Participate
In Owen's International Tea

Eva Timberlake, Mrs. Connie
White, Mrs. E. Whitley, Mrs.
Addle Wright and Mrs. T.
Whitlow.
The Sixth Annual Baptist tee.
Mrs. Hazel Hudson is club
International Tea will be held Dr. Roy Love is president of reporter.
at Owen College on Sunday, the Baptist Pastors Alliance.
Jan. 19, and sponsored by the Proceeds from the tea,
Memphis Baptist Pastors Al- which attracts thousands, will
liance and more than 75 parti- go to the Baptist Educational
cipating churches.
Usher Ilesenl, DOOPINI.11.
Fund for the support of Owen
MONK of Overtly
As in previous years, tea college. Rev. H. H. Harper is
Name, Mlosiorrery,
tables will be set up in the Chairman of the Baptist EduFreya, teed
gymnasium, the social rooms cational Fund Committee.
Nylon, Deese., Cotton,
and the dining hall. Tables The officers for the tea are:
Poplin, Skin S te 52
are decorated to represent Rev. B. L. Hooks, Chairman;
Lone,Sheet end F/s Si....
various nations. A musical Rev. E. W. Williamson, Co.
sualls FOR IISHILI
program will be held in the Chairman; Mrs. Nancy GivAin 011111AMILITIO50
Roger Williams Hall audito- ands, Coordinator; Mrs. Alta
Lowest Idiot Astrilalt4
rium featuring outstanding Lemon, Secretary; Rev. C. B.
WR TI FOR MR GIRL% #7
talent from local *lurches. Burgs, Arrangement ChairFASHION UNIFORMS
Mrs. Mary Robinson is chair- man; and Dover Crawford, SPRINCER
701 II St.,11.1. 43 WIthelsoll St., S.W.
man of the program commit- Jr., Publicity Chairman.
Wiese
2, D.C. Attoote 3,low&

UNIFORMS

Presbyterian
Church Names
Dr. Epps

Murphy To Speak
At Congregational
Church, Jan. 2Ist

-Quick Loans—

Final Rites For
Mrs. A. B. Plunkett
A: Salem-Gilfia;A

MIDWEST MILK

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Wants & NeedU.t.sstuiiu
to our Family MONEY Problem Office
Office Hours: 9 to 5 Daily
9 to 7 p.m. Thursday — 9 to 12 Noon Saturday

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
YIP
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave.

IA 7-9
Memphis, T
"YOUR Cenvemy Maims What Yon Ask For And
Whet You Think Of"

Quality Stamps will bring you savings
as you spend in 164! Be sure and
shop where you see the "Good News"
sign

We Give Quality Stamps!
When your Saver Books are full check
your quality Stamps Gift Book for the
perfect Gift or household accessories!

Depend on Quality Stamps for elegant
& exciting Gifts!
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Memphis Co-Ettes Present Fifth Annual Ball
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This lovely bevy of sub-debs are the members of the
Memphis Chapter of The Co-Ette Club, Inc., seen at their
recent Fifth Annual Charity Ball, held on Dec. 30, at C.
Arthur Bruce Hall at LeMoyne ('ollege. The ball themed

"Grecian Blue Fantasy" Inas a social highlight of the holiday season, and saw the crowning of Miss Co-Ette of 1964,
Miss Sheila Grant by Miss Twyla Mlles. Miss Co-Ette of
1963. IWithers Photo)

il•re•

'CO-ETTE WHO'S WHO'
Who's Who in the Memphis Co-Ette Club was revealed al
their holiday ball. Seen left to right are Miss Brenda
Sawyer, "Miss Poise:" Miss Lynda Hargraves. "Most
Friendly: Miss Angela Flowers, "Miss Democratic and
Diplomatic:" Miss Sheila Grant, Miss Co-Ette of 1964,

"Most Charming:" 51iss Myrna Williams. president "Most
Intellectual:" Miss Maudelte Brownlee, "Most Popular:"
Miss Tywia
Miles, "Most All-Around:" Miss Johanna
Sandridge, "Most Beautiful:" and Miss Joyce Cochrane,
"Most Glamorous,"

Bad Battery And
Bad Language By
Goodyear Man

CO-ETTE WALTZ
F'ollowing the court prcs:ntation and introduction of membet, of the Mcmphis Chapttr of (n-Ettes at their Fifth

Annual Charity Ball, this waltz scene shows the Co-Ettes
and their escorts during the Co-Ette Waltz.

LeMoyne Offers
Telelecture On
'Great Issues'
A second-semester tee-lecture course in "Great Issues
Contemporary Society,"
in
offering three hours of college credit, will be given at
LeMoyne with Dr. Clifton M.
Johnson serving as coordinator.
Classes will meet from II
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Registration is slated
for Jan. 27-28. The course is
open lb all college students
in the city and to any others
seeking college credits.
Not
lecturers, including
Dr. Margaret Mead, Ralph
McGill, R,alph Bunche, Carey
McWilliams and Max Lerner
will he heard on the telephone
network which will be hooked up with nine other colleges
and universities.
The network originates at
Stephens College in Columbia, Mo. and is made possible
by a grant from the Fund for
Advancement of Education established by the Ford Foundation._

MISS 'CO-ETTE' and COURT
Miss Co-Ette of 1964, Miss Sheila Grant,
is seen with her court Including, left' to
right, Miss Delane Graham. court member:
Miss Priscilla Man, second alternate; Miss
Delane Graham, court member; Miss Pris—

cilia Mari, second alternate; Miss Co-Ette
of 1964; Miss Muriel Horne, first alternate:
and Miss Johanna Sandridge, court member.

Final examinations for the
first semester at LeMoyne
College are scheduled to begin Jan. 20, it was announced this week by Dean Lionel
Arnold.
a certain time.
Second semester classes will
For more information, call begin Feb. 3.
526-8397.
Other dates listed by the
dean:
March 26 - April 1 — Spring
Blast Wrecks Room
recess.
May 25-29 — Final examiREDCAR, England — (UPI) nations.
— Steelworker Raymond Par- May 30 — Annual Alumni
vin got up from his living Meeting.
room chair and went into the May 31 — Baccalaureate
kitchen, to get a cup of tea. June 1 — Commencement

Clubs Raise Funds Through Sale Of Tr -State Defender
A number of clubs and organizations have discovered a
way to raise money items
needed for churches and communities. That is through the
sale of the weekly Tri-State
Ifefender.
For instance that a club of
20 persons wants to raise a
certain sum of money. It could
call the circulation &partment of the Tri-State Defend-

er and have 100 papers a week
delivered to a responsible person in the organization, and
each member could sell five
papers a week.
This is being done by Boy
Scouts and Girl Scouts, who
want to raise money for uniforms.
Troop leaders have learned
that small sum.; of money
saved regularly add up after

It's Exam Time
At LeMoyne
At Congregation

'UNCF DONATION'
The Fifth Ann,...) Charity Ball of the
Memphis Chan.
o-Ette Club. Inc.
was highlighted
Cie presentation of
a 5500 donation to tn iacal drive for the
United Negro College Fund by Miss Myrna
Williams, president of the Memphis Chap-

ter. Seen with Mr. Melvin Conley, chairman of the local drive are Dr. Hollis F.
Price, president of LeMoyne College. and
Miss Erma Lee Laws, sponsor and advisor
of the Memphis Co-Ettes.

A local 111/411 ill'CUSell the
manager of a Goodyear Service
Station, located at 1169 So.
Third St., of using abusive
language to him and refusing
to refund his money on a "bad"
battery purchased at the station last Sunday.
The man, Charles Tisdale of
12th Rd. in Whitehaven, told
the Tri-State Defender that the
manager, later identified himself as James Gean, heatedly
referred to his racial identify
when he told him "you're not
going to tell me how to run
my business."
Tisdale said about three
hours after he purchased the
battery "it went dead. I returned the battery and requested a refund of $24, the
price I paid for the battery.
The manager refused to refund my money."
He said "I called the district manager who is a Mr.
Taylor, he told me that he
had no control over the incident."
Gean told the Tri-State Defender that "if he (Tisdale)
will show a hill of sale for
he battery, I will refund his
money — that is, if he purchased it at my station. Or I
will replace the battery."
He admitted that he later
tested the battery and discovered that it was "bad."

HERE IT IS!
Proof... your best deal is at Herff!Tear this out! Bring it to us!

THIS CHECK IS ACTUALLY
WORTH $2522 CASH

HERFF FORD

• 295 UNION AVE.• 2450 SUMMER at HOLLYWOOD
TIo• 00001( VALID JAN. 7-31 IN ACCORD,
...rice evil, Tares STATIC, In COA
,DELO.

PAY TO THE
ORDER OF .

Eaated

/ze/eez

DOLLARS

PRESIDENT, HERFF

HERFF FORD SAYS "WE'RE SO SURE YOU'LL BE SATISFIED THAT YOU'VE GOT THE BEST
DEAL ON A NEW '64 FORD HERE...WE'RE GUARANTEEING IT WITH THIS $25 IN CASH!"
_
The shove cher% is good after 117e 7.t.ellose of eny new
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'Fins Policing Patrolmen
J. D. Music And ILL Chapman
Last week two city policemen
exemplified what we call "fine
policing" under fire.
It all started when they responded to the call of a frightened wife whose life was being
endangered by her drinking
husband. When the two policemen arrived at the couples'
home, the husband responded to
their knock at the door with
"come in." When the two officers entered, they were greeted
by double-barrelled shotgun,
trained on them by the angry
husband.

The policemen were "cool
under fire." They used "good
policing" by tactfully talking to
the man until they were in a position to disarm him before making the arrest.
Under the old police method
employed here in Memphis, a
life would have been lost, because policemen used their
hands a lot of times when they
could have used their heads.
The Tri State Defender congratulates Partolmen J. D. Music
and H. I. Chapman for their example of "fine policing."

Not Like A Plantation
Last Sunday atfernoon local
citizens experienced difficulty in
driving automobiles on the
streets of Memphis, because a
very small amount of snow fell.
A goodly number of citizens expressed fear at seeing the snow
fall because it caused them to recall the Big Snow Storm which
started on another Sunday (Dec.
22 last year), and did not stop
until 14 inches of snow blanketed this area. It paralyzed the
area. Businesses suffered, hundreds of thousands of dollars in
losses, streets were left almost
impassable for days — awaiting
a bright sun. to melt the snow.
The snow-covered streets endangered the lives and property
of every citizen in this city.
If Memphis is to be the urban
center that it should be then city

officials must provide a snow removal program to keep traffic
moving on our streets which is
one of the main factors in maintaining and increasing our economy and assuring safety of life
and property. Our city is far too
large to suffer such rural treatment it receives during the
slightest snow fall.
It :s very obvious that we are
not enjoying snow-free winters
as during the sunny winters of
the past and city officials should
recognize the fact and obtain
equipment and men to keep our
streets passable regardless to the
amount of snow-fall.
Memphis is not a one-horse
town, operated by farmers. It is
an urban center and it is the responsibility of city officials to
provide and operate it like a big
city .. . not like a plantation.

Utilities Under Fire
The American Jewish Committee has accused fifty of the
nation's giant utilities of discriminatory practices against
Jews and other minority groups
in the recruitment and promotion of. management personnel.
The .Commonwealth Edison
Co., and People's Gas Light and
Coke Co., both of Chicago, are
among the firms named on the
list of the utilities that follow
a prohibitive racial policy pattern.
They maintain a personal climate, the committee pointed
out, that discourages Jewish
candidates and members of
other religious and ethnic minority groups.
The Jewish committee has
been sponsoring and co-operating with three major studies under way for the past two years
at Harvard, the University of
Michigan and the University of
California at Los Angeles.
The studies are designed to
probe barriers on the executive
level both at recruitment points
and within the industries. At
the top level Jews hold less than
one per cent of the total executive positions in those firms. On
the other hand, the study ex-

plained, about 8 to 10 per cent
of the college-trained population in this country is Jewish,
and managerial staffs are recruited almost completely from
the ranks of college graduates.
The problem seemingly begins
at the recruitment level when
company representatives visit
the colleges and graduate
schools throughout'the country.
Needless to say that Negroes
suffer more acutely from this
discriminatory practice than
Jews. No matter how high their
scholastic standing, no matter
how excellent their background
and personality. Negro students
seldom get beyond the interviewing stage when recruiting
agents visit the Negro college
campus.
They are never given preparatory training for managerial
functions in those giant utilities
which deny the charges of discrimination levelled at them.
This study, we hope, will
bring high-level management a
conviousness of its obligation to
the society upon which it feeds.
The economics of democracy call
for the same degree of impartiality in hiring and promotion
ritunls as the courts are doing
;n their dispensation of justice.

Notwithstandin g
Thaddeus T. Stokes
Names of various Memphians
are mentioned during speculative talk about candidates for
this fall's congressional race.
Speculative talk has gone from
the ridiculous to the sublime —
and from the possible to the improbable.
In the ridiculous category are
former City Commissioners William "Bill" Farris and John T.
"Buddy" Dwyer. It would be
tantamount to political suicide
for either of them to enter the
congressional race in 1964, before their political wounds suffer in last fall's city election are
healed.
In a singular class, as far as
speculative congressional candidates are concerned, is former
Mayor Henry Loeb.
Tom Mitchell's name has been
mentioned often as a likely candidate for the Ninth Congressional district. However, a closer
look at his political arrangement
with Cong. Clifford Davis would
indicate that he is not likely to
declare himself a candidate if
the incumbent Davis seeks reelection — and from all present
indications. Davis will seek his

•

12th consecutive term.
In the "possible to probable"
classification we find four names
— former state senator, Lewis
Taliaferro, George Grider, State
Senator Frank White and State
Rep. James F. "Tim" Schaeffer.
Of the above mentioned "possible and probables" Atty. Taliaferro is the only one who has
faced Congressman Davis in a
congressional race. — the last
time was in 1962.
Presently. the strongest horse
in the "Possible and probable"
race is Taliaferro. First, he is
associated with that younger
group of local politicians who
are quietly bringing about a
new political philosophy to
Memphis which is replacing the
men and supporters of dictatorial machine politics which stymied the ciL, and county many
years. Davigris a remnant of the
E. H. Crump era. He felt the
effects of the "new philosophy
move" during the 1962 election
when Republican Bob James
came dangerously close to defeating him. Democrats can Ill
afford to back Davis during this
--fall's election in face of ttie fact
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Jackie
Robinson
Says
Island In The Sun Holiday
RUNAWAY BAY, St. Ann's,
Jamaica, W.I. — The day after
Christmas, our big Pan-American jet swooped down over the
Kingston Airport. My wife, Rae,
our number two son, David,
Dave's best buddy, Ed Allen, and
Al Duckett, editor of Vital Information Press (VIP) were in
my party. We had been invited
to spend a six-day holiday in the
Jamaican sun as guests of the
government.
This gracious invitation came
about as the result of a most
pleasant friendship which
sprung up between the writer
and Sen. Hugh Shearer, right
hand man to the Prime Minister,
Sir Alexander Bustamente.
Senator Shearer. youthful,
handsome, capable and extreme•
ly influential, had come to the
United States to perform vital
missions for his Government at
the United Nations. He had acquitted himself with distinction,
Thi; is the man designated by
the Prime Minister as his "political heir." In my book, he is
slated to become the next Prime
Minister.
Senator Shearer's official position is Minister in Charge of
Government Business. As such,
he is entrusted with the most
sensitive duties and also maintains a strong, ruling hand over
the dominating labor union
which helps keep his party in
power.
If you have any doubt about
the aggressive drive which operates within this young man,
all you have to do is to avail
yourself of the privilege of being driven by him in his big,
powerful Electro-Buick. Driving
seems to give him an especial
delight — and he drives. Boy,
how he drives. Happily, he
knows what he is doing behind
that wheel.
The day after we arrived in
Kingston, we were driven up to
the lovely North Coast. We had
spent the night previous in the
Sheraton-Kingston Hotel , a
beautiful place.
Our trip to Runaway Bay Hotel took us along a picturesque
route of winding roads. steep
mountains, colorful ',tillages and
towns. At points, we could look
out of the car and see a sheer
drop of mountainside leading to
a multi-colored ocean. The Run'
away Bay Hotel is a gorgeous
place and it is hard to believe
that the efficient and friendly

manager. Harold Tater, Wall
able to create such a paradise in
a few weeks period, out of what
had once been almost cluttered
jungle.
Outside my window, as I
write, I look across smooth and
rolling green lawns. I see exotic
flowers of every color, palm
trees and so many othertropical
trees. I see the blue-green of the
swimming pools and the stretch
of white beach leading down to
the sea.
The rolling golf course, almost
adjacent to the beach, is a truly
magnificent one and, of course,
I am spending a lot of time
knocking a few around.
Rae has found great pleasure
in sunning herself on the beach.
David and Ed are constantly on
the go, fishing or swimming Or
playing games in the rec rooms
of the hotel. Al is fascinated
with this place and particularly
by the daily newspaper, thg efficiently edited, "Daily Gleaner." Al says it makes him wonder why, out of the 200-od Negro
newspapers in America, only
two are daily papers.
We have been kidding some of
our Jamaican friends about the
"island in the sun" business. Unfortunately — and this is rare
for Jamaica—we ran into a brief
rainy spell — but luckily. for the
last couple of days the sun has
been blazing down, making one
realize that Jamaicans are justified in being proud of their climate and weather.
If only more of our people
from the U. S. could visit this
wonderful place, it would really
constitute an eye-opener. In the
U. S., we who constantly talk of
the goal of integration, really
have no idea how satisfying it is
to be in an atmosphere like this.
For here, there is no need to
speak of integration. Jamaicans
like it. It is expressed in their
work, in their play, at their
cocktail lounges, on the dance
floors and beaches. It is practiced
daily and, believe me, it makes
one feel just refreshed and
happpy.
This is turning out to be quite
a holiday. We have had several
talks with high government people and find there is a great
need for lower cost housing and
this is a thing we might very
well pursue.
Well, guess we'll take a stroll
to the golf club. Happy New
Year!

that Republicans and disgruntled
Democrats could elect Republican Candidate Apparent Bob
James to congress.
Furthermore Cliff Davis is accredited with promising his supporters during the 1962 Campaign that If they re-elected him,
he would not seek reelection in
1964.
It is felt that Davis lost a lot
of Negro supporters after he fired Frank R. Kilpatrick from his
local staff because of his "participation and activities in last
year's city election."
Political soothsayers rates
Taliaferro as "most nearly represents the thinking of today's
political philosophy" — he is
neither to the extreme right or
left — neither liberal or con-

servative. In other words, Taliaferro cannot be considered a
member of any radical group.
It would appear at this time
that Taliaferro will be the
strongest contender for the seat
now being occupied by Davis,
despite the fact that he (Taliaferro) has not announced his candidacy and appears far more restrained in answering questions
about his immediate political intentions than he has been during past campaigns.
Schaeffer is feeling the political pulses. Senator White is
busy building his political organization fc,r the race. Yet it
would appear that Taliaferro has
the Inside track at this stage in
the "possibles and probables"
race.

WITH DIGNITY
A picture of a Negro couple,
receiving an award, appeared in
the Memphis Commercial Apparel last week. There was
something importantly different
about the picture.
The Negro man and woman
were not grinning! Their bearing was one of pleasant dignity.
They weren't bowing end scraping, fawning, and falling apart
over the white people who appeared in the picture with them.
That's a pretty long step from
the not too distant past. There
was a day, not too far from yesterday, when Negroes' pictures
didn't appear in local white
dailies except on the most rare
occasions. The only time when a
Negro picture was "expected" in
such media was in connection
with crime . . past or present.
Sometimes a Negro sports figure
was shown. Otherwise, it was
once in a blue moon for "God's
chillun" to be depicted in the
"Bible of the Mid-South."
TO BE HUNG
Then the ice began to thaw
around the late 1930's. The Memphis white press began to see
its way clear to carry a few more
pictures of Negroes who weren't
fleeing mobs, or preparing to be
hanged. Pictures of individual
Negroes of news interest were
carried. Groups were shown.
And the top was reached when
Negroes were shown in respectable situations Nvith white persons.
But right there is where the
hitch came. Almost invariably
when Negroes were included in
the same picture with whites,
the Negroes were "going to
grin-nada." They'd have grins
(passing for smiles) bustin' out
so wide until they would take
up most of the picture. Whereas
the white persons in the same
shot would have looks on their
faces as funeral mourners at
a bishop's burial
. for wellknown reasons!
Of course, everybody knows
that photographers tell folk to
smile or say "cheese" or something when posing for pictures.
But too many Negroes tended to
over-do the the "cheesing" when
included with white persons on
the picture. Nobody wanted
them to look like they were
about to commit mayhem or be
committed to the electric chair.
But everybody deplored the fact
that too many Negroes looked
like glad dogs in a meathouse on
such occasions. Everybody consciously or unconsciously wished
for some display of dignity on
the part of the Negroes shown.
Well, last week's couple had
that just right touch of dignity.
The lady was appropriately
dressed. So was the gentleman.
They didn't seem to feel that
having their picture taken was

placing them in the Seventh
flea yen. They simply took the
matter in stride . . . as they
should have.
The matter is mentioned here
because it points up the importance as a first class citizen.
Rev. Martin Luther King is
quoted as saying, "Every Negro
who discharges his duty faithfully is making a real contribution."
ALL HAVE DIGNITY
From here, that means that
every Negro, regardless of position ... preacher, teacher, truck
driver, farmer, ditch digger,
garbage man, lawyer, or doctor
... has a duty and has a daily
opportunity to make a contribution to the Negro's surge for
progress. If a man of colour
can't lead like a Wilkins, a R. Q.
Venson or a King .. . if he can't
sing like Marian Anderson,
speak like George Lee, play football like Jimmy Brown, run a
bank like Maceo Walker, battle
like Jesse Turner, preach like a
Blair Hunt, administer a school
like Jesse Springer, head a college like Hollis Price, run a
radio program like A. C. Williams, on ad infinitum . . . he
can still add to the Negro's progress by carrying himself with a
becoming dignity that will speak
well for all the rest of his race.
After all the burden of proof
of his right to first class citizenship is squarely up to the Negro
himself today. Yesterday it was
a matter of argument and persuasion. Today it is a matter of
grasping and showing.
The best foundation for real
dignity . . not just pompous
posing . . rests on such things
as basic decency of character..
such as courtesy, a good appearance, cleanliness, quiet speech,
intelligence (that means knowing something about something)
self-respect, frankness, and the
moral courage to stand up for
what one is convinced is right.
Any Negro who presents such
an "image" to America and the
world is making an invaluable
contribution to racial progress.
He is answering the challenge
of Dr. King who has already
been quoted as saying, "Every
Negro who discharges his duty
faithfully is making a real contribution." Well, some of each
Negro's duty is outlined above!
It is the duty of every Negro
in America to maintain a certain
dignity . . particularly with his
white neighbors. If he must "let
his hair down," he ought to do
it behind closed doors now. Because as of today, the American
Negro is in a gold-fish bowl. The
eyes of the world are upon him
... to see what he's hollering
about. While the world is looking, the Negro should be on his
dignity. Let's thank that couple.
Now, whatchubet!
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Plaudits For `Mrs. Jackie'

a

RUNAWAY BAY, St. Ann's.
W. I. — A good friend and a
great guy, Senator Hugh Shearer, who is virtually Assistant
Prime Minister to Sir Alexander
Bustamente, gave fellow-columnist Jackie Robinson and me
a splendid Christmas present by
inviting us to spend the Christmas to New Year holidays in
this warm and lovely Jamaica.
Getting away from the metropolitan rat race to spend a few
days here is like being transplanted into some magic dream
world on the crest of a flying
carpet. It is not only the sun
which warms you. It is also the
absolute friendliness and sincerity of the Jamaican people.
They greet you with a smile
which almost seems a universal
characteristic. Everyone asked
us if this were our first trip
here. We said it was. We hastened to add that it would not be
the last.
Pretty Rach•I Robinson,
Jack's wile, Is here as are one of
his sons, Dave and Dare's best
friend, Ed Allen. The other day,
one of the Jamaican hotel em•
ployees walked over to Mrs.
Robinson respectfully, but with
a glow in his eyes and told her
what a
it wal to him to

meet "Mrs. Jackie."
The more I see of this warmnatured and pretty "Mrs. Jackie," the more I realize how, in
all the publicity about her famous husband, n o t scarcely
enough has been said about the
role she has played in the creation of a great hero.
A person of innate good taste,
Rachel Robinson doesn't go in
for a lot of show or glamor, but
her natural, fresh charm and the
ability to wear simple, classic
clothes give her a distinction
which lives with people who
contact her.
She is a loving wife and a marvelous mother. She puts everyone at ease because she is downto-earth and uncluttered with a
lot of phoney pretension.
It's a trite old phrase —
the
one about "the woman
behind
great men." But sometimes it
Is
only the trite phrases which
are
appropriate. Our hat is off to a
splendid woman—"Mrs. Jackie."
One of these days, someone is
going to write an article or
book
which will place on record
the
credit she deserves for quiet
courage, for unwavering loyalty
and that rare quality —
good,
decent
camas-
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Florida A & M Adopts New
Experimental Math Project

ciaims

U. S. Education
utranks The British

GEORGIA

Religious
Week
r
e or Jan.15

MISSISSIPPI

Teens Heckle New Negro
amily Near St. LLouis
•

Jackson Students Recommended
For Foreign Study Program
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crea-

TENNESSEE

CORNITH
JACKSON
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
By C. A. AGNEW
Funeral services were held
Lillian Green of Chattafor Ora Lee Bowers at Mace- nooga was a recent guest of
donia Baptist Church with Mary Delk, 113 N. Day St.
Rev. C. J. Lowe officiating.
• ••
•• •
Burial was in the Sara Gard- Leonard McConico of New
Rebecca Mitchell and her ner Cemetery with Grayson York City visited his two sisters, Ruby House and Lure
family are in New York vis- Funeral Home in charge.
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. ters situated throughout the are now working with more
• ••
Hunt.
iting her sister, Mrs. T. G.
—"What do we mean by an United States, including Ha- points on the lines.
•
•
•
Funeral services for Fannie
Merriweather.
set?" Twenty-three waii, which are involved in
empty
The MINNEMAST curricuBrown were held at sand The Eugene Askews of
hands shot up enthusiastical- the Project. Six thousand lum is designed to bypass
• ••
Mrs. Willie Pearl, her Hill, Tenn., Church with Rev. Hammond, Ind. were guests
ly. A little boy blurted out, kindergarten and first grade many of the subjects in the
Walker officiating. of her parents, the Luther
daughter, Catherine Drawhorn Bryant
"when there is nothing in it." children are being taught in conventional curriculum, and
of New York, Pearl M. Hines Burial was in the Sand Hill Hills.
That little boy is part of the the experimental classes.
to teach many of the usual
•
•
•
of Kentucky and James Draw- Cemetery with W. W. Handl.
"new look in mathematics," The main purpose of the topics earlier and better.
Bertha Savage, Sarah Botthorn of Knoxville are here ton Funeral Home in charge.
being pioneered at Florida mathematics phase of the proj- Pupils begin counting and
She is survived by a son, ler and Nile Bishop were holvisiting their parents, Mr. end
University's nursery ect is to teach arithmetic measuring a variety of things
A&M
iday dinner guests of the Gus I
Earl Brown.
Mrs. Willie Drawhorn.
school.
geometrically, to make chil- in their ordinary surround•••
•••
Bennet tea.
"If a set of three little dren familiar with algebraic ings and learning to interpret
•
•
•
Last rites were held for
The William Bantys ef
girls wore blue dresses and language as early as possi- natural and social phenomena
Lola M. Dugger recently
waukee are visiting her •ar- James Burns at the Little
blue shoes and another set of ble and to teach the meaning in terms of quantitative data.
returned
Zion
from
Kansas
Missionary
City,
Baptist
ents, the Johnnie Walkers.
two little girls wore red of a line such as the one Geometry wilt be correlated
•• •
Church with Rev. Robert Lee Kansas where she was a guest
dresses and red shoes, what whose equation is y equals with work in music.
Our get well wishes to Pearl Owens officiating. Burial was of the Bobby Millers.
do we call the little girl who x. The ultimate goal is to give
In addition to arithmetical
•• •
in
Saint
Rest
Cemetery
with
Riley, Johnnie Walker, M. N.
has on a blue dress and red the child a foolproof mecha- non-routine problems of a reKing, Lusk Funeral Home in charge. Freddie C. Hill of Memphis
Merriweather, Arter
shoes?" The unanimous re- nism for performing any search nature will be introBurns had been ill at Com- visited her parents, the L.
iskFlorence Akens, Clare Drawsponse
was "intersection." arithmetical computation.
duced at the elementary level.
MEMORIAL
JFK
Whorn, Iola Mitchell and Sam- munity Hospital for some Hills.
These were five-year-olds, all
With this process multipli- Very small Children can learn
•••
uel Barham, Dan Chandlor. time.
members of the kindergarten cation and division can be in- mathematical games and be
This three-dimensional stained-glass window, containing
•••
The Bobbie Millers of Kanclass in mathematics at the troduced by the use of very led to discover the best strattwo Christmas murals and a portrait of the late President
sas City were holiday guests
Last rites were held for
N. B. Young Nursery-Kinder- simple graphs. Graphs can egy or they can do experiJohn F. Kennedy, decorated the entrance of Howard UMof the Lees on Iselin and the
Esti* Poole at St. Luke Bap.
garten Laboratory School of apply the same geometrical ments with tossing coins and
verslty College of Dentistry In Washington, D. C. during the
Duggers on Peachtree.
CAIRO
fist Church with Rev. H. J.
Florida A&M University.
processes for addition, sub- tabulating the frequency of
holidays. An annual display, the window was decorated in
By DAN CLARK
Lilly officiating. Buriel was in
One hundred and forty traction, multiplication, and heads and tails. Children
1963 as a memorial to the late President. The project was
Shadow Lawn Cemetery with On December 26 wedding
NEWBORN
children are currently en- division with exactly the then begin early with the apdesigned by Mrs. Lois Pierre-Noel. associate professor of
Smith and Gaston Funeral bells rang for Charles Koen
By ARCHIE WOODS
rolled in four experimental same interpretations, the only plications of fractions to the
Horne in charge.
and Clydia Watkins. Charles Earl Woods, Archie Woods, I _art with the assistance of a group of students.
classes, two first grade classes difference being that some theory of probability.
She is survived by a hus- is a freshman at McKendree Rev. M. C. Tyce
and two kindergarten groups.
and grand- I
band, Roosevelt Poole, Sr.; College, Lebanon, Ill. Clydia children, M. J.
One class at each level is beTyce and Joe l
one daughter, three sons. is a freshman at S.I.U., Car- Miller attended
ling drawn from the laboratory
the Sunday'
eight grandchildren and other bondale.
schools available at Florida
rallies in Hopewell,
•••
relatives.
•••
A&M University.
Home for the holidays The Elbert Hudsons of HudErnestine Seabrooks, who
were: Horace Thompson, Jr., son community were the dinwas a participant in the 1963
New York City; Geneva Hat- ner guests of the Hampton
Summer Institute in MatheSAVANNAH
away Griffin of Joliet, Ill.; Robersons recently.
matics for Elementary School
By HELEN McKAY
LONDON — (UPI) — An out large numbers of ueskilled Personnel, is conducting the
Robert Mason, Jr., of Chicago,
• • •
At a recent meeting of the And Sharon Hill of S.I.11.
Carrie Walker and son American teacher in Britain laborers aged 15 and older, experimental first grade class
•••
Board of Education of ChatRobert Gauldin, had a host has started a dispute over edu- inured to low wages and hum. at Lucy Moten Laboratory
ble living conditions.
The "Around the Clock" of guests during the
School along with Irene Maham County-Savannah a new
holidays. cation.
"To Americans, an adoles- thews, who is working with
school was named in memory club entertained their hus- Among them were the Hampeducation,
American
David
cent
belongs
of
15
to
in
17
the first graders at Southof Louis B. Toomer, Rev. bands and friends at their ton Robersons, Albert WigRalph Mark Gilbert and John annual Christmas dinner at gans, Fred Motleys of Dyers- Rubenstein wrote in a British school, not in a job," he said. west Elementary School and
educational
journal,
in
"Education
is
the
United
better.
Mrs. A. Cunningham, who conthe Chandlers on 20th St.
McIntosh.
burg, and Archie Woods..
• ••
•••
"This," the London Daily States is so far in advance of ducts a mathematics class for
•••
Sketch
England."
answered,
"is
balderkindergarten children.
ill For the first time in the Annie Hurd is visiting relaVirginia Thomas and her
dash."
"Balderdash," repeated the
history of Savannah, three tives in Chicago.
son were hre to see her
Florida A&M University is
Negroes,
"American
Daily
"Whatever
for
Sketch.
all
the
•
•
Negroes have been nominated
one of 10 experimental canmother, Susie Mimms. They
opportunity
faults
of
here,
of
their
reeducation
the
lack
Laverne Herron and her also were on hand to celeto serve on the Welfare Board
of Chatham County. They are son have just returned from brate Mrs. Miming' birthday main at school far longer thee American system, with its
a
Boles C. Ford, Mrs. Martha visit with friends and rela- with the Morning Star Club do most English children," fudge-making courses at high
Rubenstein wrote.
school and university degrees
tives in Chicago.
Wilson, and A. Lawrence.
and witness her minor auto
"The prevailing English view in car park management and
•••
accident.
CHURCH CONVENTION PANELISTS
seems to be that (Britain's) folk-singing, is far from su- e 4
• ••
Bobbie Ruth Coleman has
Pictured are participants at the recent meeting of the Nacannot survive with. perior."
just returned from Derma, The Gordon Williams fami- economy
11.
tional Council of Churches in Philadelphia. These panelists
Miss., where she attended the ly of Nashville spent the holiHATEiVILLE
on Rau, and Religion are (left to right) Shelton MatPRAIRIE VIEW, Texas —
funeral of her grandmother. days with Birdie Williams.
By CLEY JOINER
•••
thews, discussion leader, Director of Stewardship at PhilReligious Emphasis Week will
Rev. P. L. Morgan, moderadelphia's United Church of Christ; Florence Little, rebe observed at Prairie View
ator of the Sardis North As- Friends are grieved to hear
Joe Eddie Saunders of CrenA&M College on Jan. 12-15,
corder, New York; and Dr. J. W. Eicheiberger, secretary.
sociation and pastor of several of the death of James Wilson, shaw. Miss., recently visited
Reverend L. C. Phillip, colidirectoragoof Christian Education at A.M.E. Zion Church
churches in the area, including Jr. on Christmas Eve. He his daughter, Katy Frank.
•••
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — (UPI) — succession dropping firecrack- lege chaplain, announced.
Pleasant Green, died follow. was a World War II veteran.
•••
Visiting speakers for the
ing a long Illness. Funeral
Ruby Haskins Watkins of Teen-agers threw firecrackers ers and speeding off, police
Herman H. Einsmann, Pro- Chicago is spending some time and shouted insults in front of said. As the cars drove off, sev- occasion include Rabbi Samservices and burial were in
fessor of Languages at Mc- with her mother, Dell Has- the home of new Negro resi- eral of the occupants leaned uel I. Weingart, Attorney
Wiona, his hometown.
•••
dents of suburban Jennings. out the windows and shouted George Washington, Jr. and
Kendree College was the hon- kins.
•••
Jennings police patrolled the at the Thompsons and neigh- the Rev. M. M. Pierson, all of
The Brotcerts boys of Mem- ored guest at the Forward in
Houston. The theme is "Rephis were home to see their Race Relations Club recently. Willie Ben Benson of Chi- street periodically. A spokes- bors.
A cardboard sign was found sources for Adventurious Livparents, the Cecil Brotcerts. Prof. Einsmann has studied cago is visiting his mother, man for the department said
Three Jackson State College foreign country. Each pupil
firecracker incidents had been in the street with the letter mg."
• ••
race relations in Germany, Sarah Benson.
Rabbi Weingart will open Continuing Education Enrich- is on a full scholarship financThe Johnny Wainwrights common in the last few nights NAAWP. The initials appar•
Mary Allen Morgan and Africa and America.
•••
Adv aheeme
Ash t the observance at the Sun- ment Program students have ed by gifts from private inand Rev. and Mrs. R. B. Hill but there had been no repeti- seorletilaytios d ftohre "National
daughter, Clara; Marvin
day morning worship service been recommended for partici- dividuals and corporations
for
Shorter and Emphro Joiner The Fred' Woods on Com- gave a joint dinner party tion of the rock-throwing that
occurred shortly after the Dav- of White People."
on Jan. 12. His topic is "Re- pation in the Connecticut and foundation grants.
went to Memphis to visit the mercial Ave. celebrated their during the holidays.
id L. Thompson family moved Thompson, his wife and four ligious resources for adven- Pomfret School International Selected from participating
25th wedding anniversary last
Morgan family.
The Robert Harrises and in Dec. 20.
public and independent high
turous living." Attorney Wash. Affairs Seminar.
• ••
week.
Mary Lou Hamilton visited The house still bore marks daughters, ages 8 to 14, moved
•••
ington will discuss legal re- Students selected by the schools across the country,
Fred Edward Joiner and
the Will Huffmans in Dyers- from the earlier incidents. into the house in a previously
all-white neighborhood. The sources, and Reverend Pier- Jackson State College Com- the students must be juniors
Everdale M. Baptist Church burg.
Boyd Lee Joiner were home
There was a large hole in the house was estimated to sell for son will talk on "Prayer, a re- mittee are Regina Drake, with a major, be in good
for the holidays. They also has been moved into a new
Allen Herrion, a student at picture window that faced the $13,000
and has three bed- source for adventurous liv- Tougaloo; Edwin E. Searcy, health and show evidence of
spent some time with a broth- building on Cedar St. Rev. Tuskegee Institute,
ing."
was home street and a glass section of the rooms.
Cleveland; and Lucia Grif- sound academic achievement
er and other friends in Mem- Rush is the pastor.
for
Christmas vacation. His Storm door was partially shatThe religious groups on the fin, Cleveland. Final selection and active participation in
•••
phis and are now on their
mother is Flossie Wyatt.
tered. Part of a screen section
school and civic life.
campus will discuss the theme will be made in March.
Sick list: Bessie Bell, Maway back to Camp Polk in
Sick list: Annie Williams, was torn out.
at their regular meetings durThe International Affairs
rion Hoover, Katharine John- Iona
Liesburgh, La.
Thompson
to
talk
declined
Kirk, Lydia Graham,
ing the week. Persons in Seminar provides 10 second• ••
son and Roxie Miller.
Sarah Benson and Emerson to a newsman who came to his Of course you prepared more charge of student
religious ary school students with an
Leonard and Grace Gregory Roper.
Polly Mitchel of Cleveland
door. The house was dark but
organizations are — Metho- eight week's tour to study a
and her daughter spent the of Tyler, Texas spent the
Thompson was awake and re• cookies for the holidays than dist, Mrs. Erma
holidays with her mother, holidays with Gregory's Know
immediately to the were consumed. Most can Mr. Samuel Kendncks and
Your Negro History sponded
Montgomery;
mother, Gertie Green.
Plothie Mitchel.
knock at his door. He referred keep very well in the food Baptist, Mr.
E. J. Johnson;
•••
Esther Mae White recently Abraham Lincoln urged the all questions to an advisor.
freezer.
Catholics, Reverend Father
Clara and Jerimiah Wilson announced that she is the colonization of Negroes in Afri- Traffic on the sidestreet was It is recommended,
how- W. D. Salisbury; Episcopawere also in Memphis during grandmother of a robust little ca as the only solution to the continuous and, at one point,
lians,
Father James T. Moore;
13—Correspondence
racial problem.
three cars went by in rapid ever, that baked cookies Church
the holidays.
of God in Christ, De DURHAM, N.C. — Whitley
Clubs
should be thoroughly cooled
John D. Murphy; and the W. Bolden, staff manager on
before wrapping for the freez- YM and YWCA,
the Durham district has been LONELY! RE HAPPY, JOIN THE
the Reverend
American Club. Box 757, Oary, Ind.
named acting manager of the Bend
er.
Van Johnson.
for Information today.
district.
He replaced W. L. Cook, 30—Female Help Wanted
who has been promoted to MAIDS — N. Y. to $65 wk. Tickets
Jobs waiting. H & 11. AacY.,
assistant agency director and 210lent.
41 Cannon Street
Post Ave. Westbury. N. Y.
Charleston, South Carolina
transferred to the Home OfRA 3-2908
RA 2-9621
32—Male & Female Help
TO: Ministers, Congregatons, Lawyers, Doctors, Organizations, fice.
The announcement was
Wanted
Ward and Precinct Leaders, and EVERY OTHER freedom —
made by William A. Clement,
Loving Citizen
CLU, vice president agency
FROM: Egau Jenkins, President
director. Bolden began his inSUBJECT: Regular monthly meeting of the Citizens Commit- surance career on the Spartan%ND
tee of Charleston County, South Carolina
burg District in 1934, under
father,
his
The Citizens Committe of Charleston County will meet on the managership of
Wooled to WI retail adv•rtIsIng In
Wednesday evening. January 15. at Trinity A. M. E. Church, G. W. Bolden.
the !demonic market. We pay 25 Per
In 1941 Bolden, joined the cent and 80 per cent contr•et cost675 Meeting Street at Addison,8 o'clock.
minion on the dollar.
as spe- The
New Tri-State Defender
FREEDOM NOW!!! That is our GOAL!!! Are we willing to pay agency director's staff
S. Wellington St.
cial agent, and served in this 256
Memphis. Tiinnessee
the PRICE for it??? 1964 will tell if you and I are willing to
capacity until 1953, when he
Prove to the world that we are worthy of the price and worth was assigned to the Durham 111—Suburban. Out-Of
the cause for which so many brave men have given their lives. district as staff manager.
Town-Real-Estate
OUR CAUSE!!!
Bolden is a graduate of DUPLEX ON 4 CITY LOTIL Nit. ALT.
We need EIGHT THOUSAND (8,000) new registrants for 1964 Claflin College, of LUTC, and
19. Fla. Low taw Fine nalibrhd.
&teens la
All paved. Oil ht. Inaml
a trip winner to New York, wed
—if we expect to be treated as first-class citizens.
1029
J. NThenni.
t heretrIpa. it
YOUR CHARMING HOSTESSES
We need YOU at this very IMPORTANT meeting: Please come. and to the Cloudburst in At- Mohawk at . Clearwater. Ti.,
year.
same
in
the
lanta,
all
Devotional Services will be conducted by the Reverend Abel,
Hilliard; R. S. Austin; Eugene B. Long; I. J. lAmonthe;
112—Spiritual Advisors
The East Texas Chapter of the Links pose after entertainHe ia a member of St. JoPastor of Trinity A. M. E. Church.
Effie K. Adams; V. F.. Daniel; C. R. Williams; Florenee E.
ing several hundred guest in the Willie Lee Glees Building
sepht- AME Church and is
PRAYER CAN
Special announcements by Messrs. H. U. Fielding and J. L. married
Vaughn; Lucille D. Teyeer; Katie A. Stewart; N. E. Young.
at Tetras College in one of their many- affairs to promote
to the former Miss
HELP
Chlsolm.
President of the East Texas Chapter; W. W. Braahear, secRuth Young, assistant to the FIND OUT HOW YOU
• more prosperous and well iounded community. Members
MIRACLE 09
Please URGE all your friends to be present at this meeting.
rRAYI611
retary-treasurer; of the Western Area Chapter; T. J. Talltreasurer in the Home Office.
II.-r.) are Mesdames F. E. Williams, Jr.; A. I). Duncan:
an work cifealrlere for You. Slater Jose*.
Herres
ALL
rvi.shIng yeti
a Happy Registration Year
They have one son.
aferro; N. H. Anderson and I. T. Hunter.
7767. Chtrnio An III.
R. H. Blaekmon, president of the .Dallas Chapter; A. G.
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house
were the
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I:). SOCIETY Danese Hancock Becomes Bride Of Edward B.Welch Of New Jerse

-•

111

from New Orleans might have[Bartholomew and he". daugh- Mrs. C. M. Roulhac, Mr. ar
"•,,s;
been cancelled because of the ter, Miss Ann B. Harris and Mrs. J. It. Roland; Mrs. Mari(
snow; Mts. Inez Baptiste, the her escort, Mr. Scott of At- Harris, Mr. anti Mrs. Hari&
bride's friend and house moth- lanta; Mrs. L. F. Briscoe and Whalum, Mrs. H. D. WhaluW
er at her dormitory at Xavier; her daughters, Misses Junienne Sr., Mrs. Phillip Booth, Mr
and Miss Willie Dell Metoyer, and Dianna Briscoe; Mr. and 'Louise Davis and her daugt
a
the bride's roommate.
Mrs. Lonnie F. Walker, Mrs.'ter. Miss Jana Louise Davis,
•
Andrew Roberts; Mrs Zech sophomore at Indiana Unive.
RECEPTION
w
H. Joht
In a reception of outstanding Hightower; Mrs William Rob- sity; Dr. and Mrs. H.
Guy an
r
beauty, Mrs. Victoria Hancock, erts, Miss Gertrude Walker. son, Mrs. Ernestine
Gil,
the bride's mother compli- Mrs. Glensie G olden and daughter, Miss Beverly
a
sophomore, Mi.
mented the bride and groom daughter Shirley, Mr. and Mrs. a Spelman
Franein
in the setting of the modern Robert Davidson and Robert Camelia Guy, Miss
cousin Miss Tin
and impressive Sarah H. Brown Davidson, Jr.. Mrs. Robert Guy, with her
Montgomery, Ala
Branch YMCA immediately Fields, Mrs. Ann Stribbling, Watkins of
Mrs. James McCullough, and Mr. and Mrs. Alton Foster an
following the ceremony.
Atvna who played t.
Registering guests were Mrs. her daughter, Miss Martyna daughter
The New Year rolls merrily, We must call to get all the
Haynes. Mrs.' William Weath- reception, Miss Priscilla Mart
Harold
Powand
Jamison
Mrs.
interestthe
of
and daugt
and your scribe has fond mem- minute details
ers Thornton and proceeding ers, and her sister, Mrs. D. F. Mrs. James Byas
ing trip, which had them baskOlivia Byas, M
to the receiving line, Miss Moses of Cheyney, Pa.—both ter, Miss Mae
ories yet of t he impeccable ing in California's golden sunJohnson an
Joyce Lynom directed the ar- wearing Christmas red dresses. and Mrs. Charles
hospitality amid riotious gaiety shine while we, their cornMrs. Sadie Gut
Charles,
son,
B.
0.
Mrs.
ray
included
of
guests,
who
Others
were
rewhich marked the New Year's patriots of Memphis were shivGardon, an
ceived by Mrs. James Hul- Johnson and her son Bernard nay, Miss Naomi Young, an
live celebration at two of our ering in 14 inches of snow and
sister, Mrs. John
Unthe
at
student
a
the
bride's
burt,
Johnson,
godmother,
The
well-known club houses 13 below frigid blasts. Will we
who introduced guests to the iversity of Iowa, Mrs. 0. B. many more.
Memphians and The Top Hat ever forget? I doubt it, very
bride's
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Braithwaite, Mrs. Gertrude The young couple left th
and Tails.
much.
Edward B. Welch—the bride Armstrong, Mrs. G. Martin reception for an undisclose
We welcome the new year at ELEGANT BIRTHDAY
and groom, Mrs. Welch, the Greene, Miss Erma Lee Laws, destination, and returned t
The Memphians, warmly greet- Would you believe it? That
groom's mother and the ma- Mr. and Mrs. A. Maceo Walked by president John R. Ar- the Dinner Club is really 12
Memphis before going to Nes
tron of honor and the brides- er and their daughter and sonnold and his fellow Memphians, years old, already! And, being
Orleans, where they will re
Harold
maids. Poised at either end of in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
enjoying their well-stocked bar, 12 years old, they had passed
the line were baskets of white Shaw of Nashville; Mrs. Tolise side until Mrs. Welch gradu
and delicious buffet supper up the important decade milegladiolis and stock highlighted Purifoy of Forrest City, Ark.; ates this month, after whic.
ierved just after mid-night. stone without a sound.
Mrs. Alvin Crawford, and her they will reside in Newark
with red holly berries.
Later, we trekked to Top Hat Thus, the members of the
Mrs. Herman A. Gilliam and sister Miss Carol Jamison; Mrs.
and Tails Club, and here too, quiet and genteel group that
N. J.
Miss Maedella Reeves who di- William Brodnax and her colfun was at its height. We were meets regularly once a month
Miss
daughter,
and
son
legian
wedding
beautiful
rected
the
greeted by president Harold at a dinner party that is deand reception were seen about Jacqueline Brodnax and Wil- No Cigarettes For Her
Whalum here and also by Dr. void of bridge, or charity, or
the reception rooms assisting liam Brodnax, Jr., Mr. and HOUSTON — (UPI) — Mr.
Theron Northcl-oss, and the business, relegating those pastat the reception which was Mrs. Gerald Howell; Mrs. Emscores of Top Hatters made times and necessities to their
Murray Thompson, 84, burne
one of the most outstanding mitt Hozay of Memphis and
merry with an excellent combo many other organizational ties,
Los Angeles, Mrs. Jesse Turn- to death, Authorities found
kind.
its
of
events
the
for
beat"
"the
furnishing
preferring their club to be a
On leaving the area of the er, Mrs. Emmiit Simon and charred pipe filled well toba
dancing.
last refuge for the love to quiet
line, the auditorium 'daughter Camille; Mrs. L. Alex co near the body and theorize
receiving
WEDDING OVERTURES
elegance, gourmet foods and
was transformed into a scene Wilson and her sister and her
Lots of sentiment and love connoisseur liquors, decided to
started the fire while tr3
of spectacular beauty with a mother — Miss Marilyn Wat. she
went into the planning for the celebrate their arrival at the
background of Southern Smi- kins; Miss Elizabeth Goldsby, ing to light the pipe.
wedding of Danese Hancock first decade.
lax which covered an entire
and Edward B. Welch. 'Mere Those who have read "The
wall. At one side of the room
were tears too on the part of Affluent Society" known that
where soft violin and piano
•
one of Victoria Hancock's best this Memphis group is included
music created a gala backfriends, Edith Thornton, who in that best seller as one of
table
draped
a
was
ground,
loaned Danese the same blue
Memphis' best . . and it was
.
with satin and tulle with gargarter which Vic had given to be expected that their
lands of fern from which eggEdith for her wedding to attention to this celebration
nog bridal punch was served,
Powers Thornton. Danese wore would be done in grand and
this overlooking the handsome
the something blue and some- regal style.
glassed atrium at one side. The
thing borrowed with even more Choosing the Private Dining
bride's table at the opposite
fervor, knowing that even in room of the Passpost Room as
side was overlaid with white
MR. and MRS EDWARD B. WELCH
this bit of tradition Vic had had a setting, and arranging for
s k i r ts
ark. N. J. The bride is the daughter of Mrs. satin and tulle, the
a hand.
Posing before the altar of St. Augustine
tables to be angled in four
e
satt"
11.,..mal"..
gathered with sprays of holly
es.0„eali
Then there was the matter groupings. each with a memVictoria R. Hancock and the late Mr. Dan
Catholic church following ri cent nuptials
the
holding
leaves and berries,
rj
of the honeymoon for the ber, husband and or escort and
H. Hancock.
are Mr. and Mrs. Edward B. Welch of News
e,
tiered wedding cake.
young couple, who had to can- 1 couple as guests . . . planAt the center of the holiday
cell plans for departure be- ning a winter scene at each ber 26, at 11 a.m. at St. Augus- neckline and long tapered Xavier University, of which
411P.
,
?%:**
j°
illrf
cause of the snow ... and who, table with snow men poised at tine Roman Catholic Church, sleeves. The neck line was the groom is a graduate and setting was the refresnment
f
404 is
unknown to their friends re- the ends, each with top hats The bride is the daughter of edged with scallops of lace the bride a senior, graduating table which was overlaid with
white satin and tulle and garmained right here in the city, and canes, mounds of snow- Mrs. Victoria M. Hancock and and spray designs of lace ex- in late January.
P
landed with ropes of smilax.
oe
?
happily ensconced in the Mc- balls and angel's hair at their the late Dan H. Hancock; and tended into the bodice, with OUT-OF-TOWN GUESTS
Os%
LeMore Avenue apartment of feet, and folded arms bearing Mr. Welch is the son of Mrs. the lace sprinkled with seed
Out of town guests attending Seasonal flowers centered the
b•t, us
candlelabra
branched
and
table
"Lyn" Ross who was atvay all i place cards . . . a sumptive Josephine Welch of Newark, pearls.
,
tha smart wedding included
during the holidays, visiting menu was the piece de-resist- N. J. and Albert Welch of The skirt was very full with Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Hardwick with softly glowing white taher daughter in New Jersey..ancc . . . soup, salad, choice of New York.
large festoons of lace placed and Mrs. James Bynes of Chat- pers cast a festive light on the
But, the best laid schemes prime standing rib of.,Beef or BRILLIANT DECORATIONS on front and back of the skirt. tanooga, Tenn.; Edward Brous- array of silver appointments
'o mice and men' foiled the Lobster Tails, sparkling 111r- Decorations for the outstand- The train was fan shaped and sard and Melvin Anthony, where a full-course wedding
secrecy,, when the couple yen- gandy or champ'agne. coffee, ing nuptials were cued to the chapel length. The veil of friends of the groom who came luncheon menu was served.
tured out one afternoon, only and choice of apple pie or the colors of the Christmas Sea- bouffant misty English illusion from Cincinnati, Ohio; the Drawing admiring glances
at
to be seen by friends.
, blishment's famed water- son, with sprayed gold vases was double tierred, falling over groom's mother, Mrs. Jose- were the young hostesses
este
n:Jr every young couple too,
holding white gladiolis on the the face and waist length at phine Welch of Newark N. J.• the gala event, friends of the
on
there's always the matter of me'
Members of the Dinner Club, altar, flanked by two six foot the back from a silk tiarra Mrs. Grant Ward of New Or- bride, including Miss Marilyn
searching for the right apart- their husbands and escorts candle trees made entirely of edged in sprays of pearls. The leans, wife of the best man, Jean Harris and Miss Lynn
SINGER TOURS JAPAN
ment . . . and this effort be- and guests were: Miss Betty red poinsettas with 34 long bridal bouquet was fashioned accompanied by her children; Howell at the punch bowl and
came a great surprise, as Mrs. Bland, escorted by Jack John- white tapered candles on each of white orchids and lilies of and also from New Orleans, Miss Angela Owens, Miss VeElla 1. itzgerald, America's First Lady of Sang, waves goodBaptiste, Danese' house mother son of Knoxville, Tenn., and tree. On the side of each tree the valley white bridal manual Father Richard Wagner of ronica Haynes. Miss Santa
bye to friends as she boards a Japan Air Lines jet for a
at Xavier informed the young guests, Dr. and Mrs. A. B. were branched candleabra encircled with a rosary.
Xavier university who offici- Brown, and Miss Lillian Fisher. 15-day singing engagement in Japan. While there she will
Creating a dramatic scene ated at the impressive cere- Among scores of guests seen
couple that her surprise for Carter.
with 27 arched t a pers endo a musical spectacular for Japanese television and perthem was that she would move
Mrs. James H. Byaswas ill, twined with fresh Southern were the cathedral red satin mony, and under whom the at the church and the receplet
attend- groom took his instructions in tion afterwards w e re Mrs. form in concert halls and night clubs in Tokyo, Osaka,
bride's
the
dresses
of
into the dormitory and
Mrs.
friend
gold
her
before
asked
poised
smilax
she
,but
Nagoya, Kobr, and Kyoto before coming home on Jan. 22.
house
that featured bateau neck- the Catholic faith, who flew Richard Adams, Mrs. Mattie
them have the use of her
pending James Hulburt to take her sprayed standards holding pro- ants
Accompanying her on the trio were Roy Eldredge and five
for the three weeks
place as hostess at her table, fusions of white gladiolis and lines and elbow length sleeves. in the day before the ceremony Bell, Mrs. Clinton Ray, Mrs.
other musicians. — 'Japan Air Lines Photo)
Danese's graduation from Xavi- land to accompany her husband, stock enhanced with sprigs of The floor length sheath skirts for fear that a later departure T. J. Beauchamp, Mrs. Caffrey
with contour overCr.
Dr. Byes, with her guests, Dr. red holly. Fern t r e es were were worn
BUSINESS GADDING
,poised before a background of skirts. Their headpieces were
Mrs. A. F. Saville.
and
CPA Otha L. Brandon has Mrs. Taylor Hayes, and Mr. red satin with garlands of fern of white fur and they carried
rally been on the go of late ... Hayes. and their guests. Mr. and smilax entwined in the white fur muffs to which a
having returned from Austin, and Mrs. T. H. Hayes, Jr. Mrs. iron grillwork before the al- cascade of red carnations were
Texas, where he was the guest Robert Lewis, Mr. Lewis and tar setting. Pews were marked fastened, the matron's bouquet
of Dr. and Mrs. John Taylor guests, Dr. and Mrs. Leland F. with white satin bows.
- of carnations and holly all
with red violet streamers.
King, dean of men at Huston- Atkins. Mrs. W. F. Nabors, Mr. THE MOTHERS
Tillotson College, where Mr. Nabors. and guests. Dr. and
the pro- ATTENDANTS
enjoyed
guests
As
r.'andon went to attend the Mrs. H. H. Johnson; Mrs.
Mrs. Alfred Calloway ic
gram of nuptial music preLong - Range Planning Con- V'illiam F. Owen, Mr. Owen,
and Carbondale, Ill., the form., •
Lockard
Frank
by
sented
ference for Huston-Tillotson, and guests, Mr. and Mrs. A.
of Memphc
Powers Thornton as organist Miss Carol Latting
representing The Ford Founda- Maceo Walker; Mrs. Frederick
and awaited the was the matron of honor; arH
violinist
and
the
and
tion. Christmas came
Rivers, Dr. Rivers, and guests moment for the arrival of the the bridesmaids were Mrs. [
big snow .. . and then he was Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ca41; Mrs. bride's mother. Mrs. Josephine Jacqueline Burke of Atlanta.
Pittsto
time
this
off again nied b Welch, the bride's mother, was Ga., sister of the groom; Mrs.
C .S
burgh, Pa. for the executive"
her friend Mrs. Emmett Hozay seen seated by Herman A. Michael Tucker of lite Bens.
BusiUnited
The
of
meeting
due to the illness of her con- Gilliam, Jr., wearing an after- Miss., the former Miss Rose
ness Managers Conference at valeseing husband, and guests, noon dress of emerald green Marie Whalum of Memphis;
Miss Elise Tureaud of New
the Statler-Hilton there, where Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Westand matching accessories and and
he was busy as the organiza- ley; Mrs. W
W. 0. Speight, Jr., a white orchid shoulder cor- Orleans, La., a graduate stut n's executive secretary
Dr. Speight, an guests. Dr. sage. Serving as acolytes were dent at Howard University at
••••
Washington, D. C.
h Miss
and Mrs. Stanley
Kevin Milam and Ronald Mu
—
•Mona Louise Brooks and
Little Miss Marian Raychelle
Trigg, escorted by A. ier.
Joseph B. Brookz, students at B. Owen, and guest, Mr. and Just before the entry of the Howell, daughter of Mr. and
Fisk University, and Phillip L.
d •bridal party, the bride's moth- Mrs. Gerald Howell, was a
•
h
Brooks, Jr., a student at Miami M rs. "
W. A. Young and Dr. cc. Mrs. Victoria M. Hancock, charming and beautiful flower
young,
have
University. Oxford, Ohio,
and guests Dr. and Mrs. was proudly escorted to her girl, dressed in white organdy
returned to their respective Theron Northcross. Mrs. B. F.
The six healthy children of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus L. Dukes stand as evidence! Carnation is the healthy family
pe., by her son, the bride's and white lace, wearing aheadthe
cb11,-.ges after spending
Hooks, her husband, Atty.,only brother, Dan. H. Han- piece of white lace as she
milk, with extra Vitamin D for soond teeth and straight, sturdy bodies! Left to right: Glenrose. 15:
their
with
holidays at home
Hooks, and guests, Mr. and cock. She choose a dress of strewd the path of the bride
Olivia, 17; Mr. Dukes holding cute little Cary, 2; Clifford, 10; Mrs. Dukes; Christopher, ft; and Carl, 12.
Mrs
E.
P.
Mrs.
and
Rev.
parents,
J R. Arnold.
pale green silk organza, the
Sr.
Brooks,
matrons never bodice overlaid with matching
Charming
The jovial atmosphere that , before looked so elegant as la I enc on lace, and wore a
usually accompani-A the arri- 'I they celebrated a 10-12th Birth- ',shoulder corsage of twin whit:,
Val of the Brooks youngsters;da,..
and being hostess with I orchids, with coffee and cream
for the holiday vacation was 1 theY mostest for, the occasion, beige accessories.
"Every one of my children started on Carnation-and Their family was featu'red as "Family of the Month"
somewhat modified this time,Ithe beautiful dinner party
s
wastayed on Carnation!" declares their remarkable young in a recent issue of Cart Magazine.
die to the death of their pa- only the beginning, for there ITHE BRIDE
The lovely bride was a vismother, Mrs. Rufus Dukes. Both Mr. and Mrs. Dukes
ternal grandfather, the late!;was definitely more to come.
"The main thing in a family this size is to be sure they,
she came
Riev. J. B. Brooks of Jackson, Besides the guests at the ,on of rare beauty as
are still in their 30's and already have a lifetime of achieve- all get plenty of the right nourishment. If the children
down the aisle on the arm ef
ments behind them.
are healthy, everything else will take care of itself," Mrs.
!dinner, six more couples and
••••
•
press were inthe
of
members
Rufus Dukes is manager of a leading auto agency in Dukes believes. "Carnation is our favorite milk for everythe
in
(back
Popular Music
. Winter contrasts might
party
vited to an after-cocktail
.late 30's and early 40's) . . • .
Chicago. He served with the United States Air Force after thing-drinking, cereals, coffee, cooking. You should sea
Nell be the theme of the exat the smart bi-level dwelling
d anyone willing to gamble
tensive Christmas trip of the
college. The Dukes are developing a 280-acre what it does for my meat loaf!" (See recipe below.) Even
attending
Robert
Lewis.
Mrs.
Mr. and
on a sure hit can, take_Susie 1
WESTBROOK CLAN, withl of
they have built a spacious country home when you add an equal amount of water, Carnation is
which
on
farm
bli
estadibusiness
l above their
under their wing, • andtchart .
Dorothy, Joe, Dianne and
•
and are completing a luxurious sunimer•winter resort. richer than sweet, whole milk.'
Here
Avenue.
Vance
on
ment
I
all
success!
motor
to
own
course
their
by
trekking
tody"
and
recreation
party
unlimited
and
d'ouevre,
hors
hot
Angeles
Delicious
Los
to
way
tbe
•U S. Dept.of Agriculture Handbook #8, Composition of Foods
Chula Vista, Calif., to spend the space is provided in a unique were passed, and intimate con
attims•-•-•••••
holiday with members of the top-floor arrangement that versation and fun was the
L
Greene - Westbrooks families occupies the entire floor. On ,creme de menthe of the birththe first level, a new rooftop I day celebration which begin in
there.
CARNATION'S STAY-MOIST MEAT LOAF
• Leaving the very night that patio, flood lighted with hand- style at Municipal Airport and
Always juicy—never cruntbles
sihool dismissed for the holi- some white statuary and plant- ended in great elegance at the
day, they avoided the big era is truly reminiscent of a ,distinctive residence of the
3 Cup (small can) undiluted
/
2
Lewises.
show, and got to California New York Penthouse.
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DINwithout any mishap. In Los With Mr. and Mrs. Russell
1 1/2 pounds ground beef
Angeles are Joe's sister, Annie Sngarmon, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. NER CLUB - May you have
2 cup fine cracker meal
1/
1
W. Perrie, and her husband A. W. Willis, Mr. and Mrs. many, many more celebrations
egg
James and his mother, Mrs. Harold Whalum, Atty. A. A. as happy and gala as this one.
loitn
oopd onsa
1 te2causp:on
1
Westbrooks; and at Chula Vista Letting, Dr. and Mrs. Vasce NONCHALANTS
garlic
Hulscribe
(Mrs.
your
Bridge
Club
The
and
Nonchalant
brother
Smith,
Dorothy's
are
1 2 teaspoon salt
/
spter-in-law Paul and Herti- btirt of the World having at- held it monthly meeting at
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
joined
we
Mrs.
Ruth
of
dinner),
the
Mcthe
Paula
home
tended
their
and
Greene,
sane
LVAPORATED
Mix ingredients together. Place in loaf
Michele. Paul, Jr. and Pasqual the gay group at the Lewises. David, 915 St. Winning first
pan. Bake in moderate oven (375"F.)
K
and Dorothy's mother. Mrs. The Honeymoon Trio held prize at bridge was Mrs. Lytia
about 50 minutes. Let stand on a wire
'The Doctor recommended Carnation for Cary, and of
Hasolee Greene, who divides sway . . . and singer SUSIE McKinney. Mrs. Bernice Mcrack about 10 minutes before removing
days,"
formula
IR 2-1361 sr
course we kept him on Carnation after
to serving platter. M.kos medium servings)
liar time between Chula Vista, JONES has one of the sweetest Clellan won second prize and
"from contented(-owe"
a suburb of San Diego, and voices and styles this side of Mrs. Louise Ward, the club's
Mrs. Dukes expIaina it's the milk every doctor knows.
2744,63
--.J
the greats of the Great Age of president, won third.
Memphis..
I

a
,a
a

.

i The recent holiday season
was enhanced by the wedding
of the former Miss Danese
Hancock and Edward B. Welch
who repeated their marriage
vovis in a high nuptial mass
before Father Richard Wage ner,
priest and Chaplain of
Xavier university at New Orleans, La., Thursday, Decem-

Merry ':1
Go-Round .

a dear family friend, Calvin with red rose petals.
of Chattanooga, Serving Mr. Welch as best
Hardwick
Tenn., as ripples of admira- man was Grant Ward, Herman
tion swept through the array A. Gilliam, Jr., Joe Sudduth
of guests at fashionable for- and Fred Banks, the latter the
head usher. With the excepmal wedding.
Her bridal dress was an tion of Mr. Gilliam, who is a
original designed by Portrait graduate student at the Uniof white satin and alencon lace. versity of Michigan, the
The bodice had a low scooped groomsmen are students at

Ii
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T.V. SERVICE
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Sewing
Machine &
Vacuum
Cleaners

Work Guaranteed
E Z TERMS,
Arranged on Work it
Over '25"
FREE Pick Up &
Delivery Day, Nile,
Sundays & Holidays
LEADER
SEWING
& APPLIANCE CO.
1911 Madison Ave.
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"Carnation puts the sunshine in their smiles"
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NAACP Reports More Than Half
Million Members, At Annual Meet

Annual Banquet Held By CWA Club

Denies Reports
Of JFK Photo
'Sales Pitch'

Members of the CW A Floral Armen Brown, Mrs. Katherine
and Telegraph club held their Hill, supervisor.
annual banquet dinner in the
Also T. J. Spicer, Henry
cafeteria of Universal Life In- Peterson, Edward
Turner,
suhnce company, and en- Mrs. Christine Hawkins, honjoyed pre-dinner cocktails.
orary member and retired
the newly formed
Mrs. Emma Shaw. a long- secretary; Mrs. Lee Dora MesrNEW YORK — In epoch- have been actively working intensify voter registration Owner of
Products company, time member and ex-secre- riweather,
Patriotic
chairman of Leas
making civil rights activities for equal opportunities in activity. He ponted out that
Anna C. Cooke
located at 3837 Park Ave., tary of the club, introduced Fortunate committee;
Mr.
of 1963, the NAACP passed schools, housing and employ- during 1963 the NAACP registold the Tri-State Defender those attending the dinner.
Lariye Stockely, Social Comthe half-million mark in mem- ment. In response to continued tered 82,733 new voters in that
a report is false that his
Included were Fred Grigs, mittee chairman; Mrs. CIA)
NAACP efforts significant southern states. In Virginia
bership for the first time.
company is selling photoSEASON OF SPORTS
Lee, secretary; Mrs. Loki
extra beautiful day brought
Executive Secretary Roy gains were made at both the alone, 108,000 were persuaded graphs of the late John F. Ralph Dixon, Gus Carter, Ray
The after holiday party lag out
Vann, treasurer, Mrs. Lerka
state and local levels in the to pay poll tax as a prelimimembers.
the
Assomore
reported
than
Wilkins
at
30
Williams,
vice president; Mrs. Jones and Jesse
Kennedy for the benefit of
is with us, but everybody is
Jones, preiareas of public accommoda- nary to registration.
here,
meeting
annual
ciation's
Hostesses
to
the
occasion
the NAACP and Southern /rosie Newborn, chaplain; ident.
busy now in the field of
tions, legislation, employment, As an indication of the imChristian Leaders Conference.
sports with the many basket- were Mesdames Louise Coop- Jan. 6, a total of 515,396 education, housing and voter
portance t he NAACP h a s William A. Widgery, owner
ball games to attend in and er, Dorothy McKinney, and members as of Dec. 24. This registration.
placed in voter registration, of the company, ,aid that a
around Jackson. With East Cottrell Thomas in the spac- figure represents an additional
DINE AT
DAILY
1902, The goal for '64 is to get Wilkins announced that Calvin white door-to-door salesman
and West High schools in the ious home of Mrs. Cooper. 117,988 members over
You Will enjoy the friendly atmospher• and lost
Banks,
more
a
Negro
national
cent
.
office
29
registered,
per
The
increase
voters
of
an
staff
session
business
short
who
was
doing
s•ridicst.
a
"landslid"
county and Merry High and
The
Orbit speciolis•s in plain and fancy foods
Lane college in Jackson, fans completed plan for Founder's Youth membership reached declared Executive Secretary member, has been assigned business among Negro resBeet Hash, Home Made Chill, and Stew in a bowl
Day to be observed on Sun- 55,86'7, a 50 per cent increase Wilkins at the annual meeting. to coordinate activities of idents in the Orange Mound
are kept on the go.
day, January 19 in the Lane over the 1962 total.
ONLY 35e. Foot long Hot Dogs, Plate Lunches,
A push for accelerated de- branch and state registration area by selling photographs
Merry High is on the winCollege Chapel with Rev. Rice, Gloster B. Current, director segregation of public schools, committees. His work will of the late President Kennedy,
Barbecue, Steaks, Chicken and Fish.
ning end as well as Lane and
noted NAACP leader from of branches, reported a rec- a campaign for more and bet- augment the continuing your is not a representative of his
Get the Orbit chili cold or hot to s•riee at home tor
nwat say, the Dragons are
Arkansas, as guest speaker. ord number of new units ter jobs for Negroes and a registration activities carried company.
parties. We also carry borbecu• sauc• to go.
ally hot this season. If a
on
by
John M. Brooks and
The Women of the Year will were chartered during the continued attack on discrimiCall on or Call Us Today.
The unidentified salesman
team can't shoot a hundred
also be honored at this ob- year-120 branches, youth nation in housing are the W. C. Patton.
told Negro purchasers of the
points, there seems to be no
servance.
councils, college chapters and other activities which will 11.5 MILLION IN FUNDS.
"' photos that half of the price
competition. Since the holiThe general fund income of of the photograph would go
The social hour had two young adult councils. The occupy the NAACP in the
days, they have downed both
brought
922 East Marriott
coming year, Wilkins added. the NAACP amounted to to the NAACP..and the SouthTuskegee and Knokville col- distinct features: a shower newly-chartered units
942-9159
highest
Reminding his audience of $1,513,653 in 1963 represent- ern Christian Leaders Cohleges. It appears that Willie for Mrs. Johnnie Moore, nee the total to 1,725, the
Mrs. Alfred Gunn, Mrs. Catli• Tucks'', Ossnurs
organiof
the
200 NAACP members, includ- ing a 27.3 per cent increase ference, as a sales pitch.
Shaw, Star No. 14 on Lane's Johnnie Murray and the ex- in the history
Widgery said that his comteam, will reach the top in change of belated Christmas zation. There are active units ing officers and directors, over the $1,0066,104 received
Columbia
sorors.
gifts
District
A
deof
among
the
in the
NAIA scoring for small colbranch and state conference by the Association's national pany does sell photographs of
union
the
of
state
dinner
licious
every
turkey
comand
in
office
for its general fund in the late president. He revealpresidents, and staff personleges if he keeps up what he
ed that he had heard about
except Alabama where the nel, that this is a political 1962.
has started. He shot 49 points pleted the afternoon.
banned
been
has
Association
against Tuskegee and 41 LANITE ELECTED
The report of the Associ- the salesman in question and
year, Wilkins said:
had reported it to Captain
It is always gratifying to by a state court injunction
against Knoxville.
"Congress is playing poli- ation treasurer, Alfred Baker Holt
of the City's vice squad
Lewis, was made public at
Both boys and girls teams get reports on Lane College since 1956.
tics
with
the
civil
rights
bill
LARGEST
as well as the Better Business
at Merry downed Weakley alumni and what they are CHICAGO IS
now. Our turn to play poli- the annual meeting Jan. 6.
Chicago with a total of 31,- tics will
In addition, life member- Bureau.
County Training School from doing. The latest report comes
come next NevemFROM
single
ship income, under the leadMartin, Tenn., on Friday, Jan. of Rev. James Cummings, 890 was the largest
ber."
ership of Kivie Kaplan, chair4. The boys had a close call class of 1948, who was re- branch in the Association. Issuing a warning to
poli- man
of the life membership
but pulled through by one cently elected City Council- However, the 12 branches in ticians who feel
they have
committee, reached an allpoint, 75 to 74. Good scoring man in Indianapolis, Ind. with the five boroughs of New the Negro vote in
their poc- time
of
total
a
enrolled
IndianapoCity
largest
vote
in
the
York
Rememhigh
huh!
of $334,883. Another
for high school,
ket, Wilkins said if the House
1951 MID, F. L. (500) 4 Dr. Sedan,
34,011.
$88,880 was received in beber Carolyn Davis at Merry! lis history.
Second largest single branch Rules Comm it t cc, under quests.
R.H., Automatic
Her sister, Nancy, is walking He is also a member of the
Chairman Howard W. Smith
right in her footsteps as top Board of Indianapolis Zoning in the country w a s Detroit of Virginia,
Operating
expenses
(exdoes
not
complete
Appeals, the first Negro to be with 28,443, followed by Phil0corer.
1960 FORD, City Squire, 9 Pass. R.N.,
action on the civil rights bill, clusive of bail bond money)
appointed. A few years ago ad e lphi a, 24,481. Other
GREEKS MEET
amounted
to
$1,576,146,
P.S., Automatic
leavnorthern
Negroes
$
may
decide
Regular meeting for Delta he was cited for his telephone branches with 10,000 or more the
matter on a party basis.. ing a deficit of $62,493, a
Sigma Theta sorors on the answering service for those members included Cleveland,
LeMoyne's
collegiate
chapter
sharp reduction from the 1982
1959 FORD, Galaxie (500) 2 Dr. H.T.,
first Saturday in January was who needed spiritual guid- 16,034; Bait imore, 12,613; "If this were done on any deficit of
$244,387. As in form- for the United Nations, comPitts- scale, some governorships and
Washington, 11,025;
in Humboldt, Tenn., and the ance in that city.
R.H., Automatic, W.W.T.
posed
of
about
$1
20
enthusiastic
er
years, the deficit will be
burgh, 10,457; and Brooklyn, some congressional s eats met
by transfer of money students, is planning to send a
might
change
party
10,200.
labels," from
the life membership delegation of six to the Mid1959 RAMBLER Wagon. R.H., Autom.
The NAACP made outstand- Wilkins asserted.
fund over and above the an. west Model United Nations in
Youth
The
1963.
success
in
ing
All over the country, Wil- nual
Louis,
St.
18-21.
March
apportionments
from this
1949 HUDSON, 4 Dr., One Owner,
and College Division, the lar- kins said, the NAACP will source.
The 20 students are conductgest youth civil rights group
ing a campus wide project to
18,000 Miles, R.H.
in the nation, massed its
raise enough money to cover
members for sit-ins and other
cost of the trip to St. Louis
1959 FORD, Galaxie, 4 Dr.,
mass demonstrations in virThey are selling LeMoyne-imSedan, R.H.
NASHVILLE — Tennessee- services delivered around the tually every section of the
printed sweatshirts, urging all
students and faculty members
ans contributed $301,224 world; delivered the 50 mil- country.
Hundreds of these youths
to wear the shirts on the colthrough CARE in the first lionth CARE Package; opened
1960 FALCON, 4 Dr., R.H., S.0
were arrested.
lege's annual homecoming day,
six months of 1963 according three new overseas Missions
EVERS
MEDGAR
Feb.
8.
Field
and
Office
one
new
in
to Marjorie Pinschmidt, DiMore than 200 branches
LeMoyne's delegation will
rector of the CARE Field Of- Nashville to serve Kentucky
1961 T. BIRD, Cony., All Power,
participated in a one-day
include five students and their
and
Tennessee;
distributed
CLEVELAND, Ohio — (UPI) "Too many Negroes
fice at 1720 West End Ave.,
See To Appreciate
$1995
assume
at
demonstration
April
20
on
faculty
advisor,
Dr.
800,000,000
Clifton
H
nearly
lbs.
of
food
—
A woman whose family we know what
Nashville. This brought the
segregation Johnson. The local college will
Birmingheighth
of
the
the
to
27,663,000
32
people
in
has
lived
in Virginia since be- means to them and therefore
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Fist; Fly As Magicians Edge
KC By One Point; Lane Beaten

HOltiZON

By M. L. REID
high school teams, with a 25- The amazing Magicians of Feb, 3
when Benedict invades ridge, Vert ies Sails,
Some high school basketball
Mariot
point average per game. Other LeMoyne College racked up the
LeMoyne campus.
players are "tall a n d that's
Brewer and Edward Brent.
averages were 16 rebounds two sensational victories over
11."
A
good
deal
of
LeMoyne's
LeMoyne Coach Jerry C
and eight assists a game.
noxville and Lane last week
But that tag has never been
What is the youngster's.and moved up the ladder in success over Knoxville a n d Johnson, beaming with pride
applied to Richard Jones, capplans for the future? He hopes the Southern Intercollegiate Lane is due to Monroe Currin and happiness, paid high
tain of the Lester High School
THE MEN IN STRIPES
to finish college and then en- Athletic Conference basketball regaining his old form. The tribute to his charges fot
his sights set on an unbeaten
ace from Halls, Tenn., who standing
Lions, and one of its star playter professional basketball.
off these two power
race.
Officiating can be an in- season. One of the things that
limped through three games ful conference
ers.
Since he has become a star Each victory was
cousins.
teresting sideline for those Lester protested about the
by
the
unAs a prospective graduatwith a bad ankle, was in rare Followers of
on
hardwood,
the
the
Knoxville ant
youth,
shot that beat them was the
believable margin of one slim shape last week. He scored 39
ing senior, he is one of the
who would like to stay close
Lane however were disap
has not kept up with his books point, with
contrasting signals of the two
LeMoyne
defeatpoints
most
sought-after
against Knoxville and pointed, bitterly so.
high school
to athletic warfare. For the officials, but t was explained
as he had in otAer years when ing Knoxville
here. 82-81, and 31 against Lane.
better officials who work reg- later that what was believed to students in the United States.
he only made A's and B's, but Lane at Jackson,
SPECTACULAR
81-80.
RARE
More
than
105
FORM
college
basketularly, their salaries are nicely have been a nullifying signal
Both games had spectaculat
he still has a C plus average. The two
spectacular
perball
James
coaches
have
Gordon,
sent
him
the
big
junior finishes. At Lane, with 30 sec.
supplemented.
Jones is the son of Mrs. formances
was actually an indication letters encouraging
boosted LeMoyne's from Louisville, was in rare
him
to
atonds to go, LeMoyne was leadHowever, being in charge of that the game waA over.
Madie Johnson of 433 Carpen- conference record
for the sea- form too, piling up 24 points
tend their particular school.
ing 81-80. Gordon passed tc
ter, the second of six children, son to five wins
some of the fiercely contested
Richard Jones again led
against three against KC a n d 20 in t h e
And
letters
the
are
still
Cursin but the ball struck an
and would probably not have losses. Overall,
battles, officials have their the Lester attack, scoring 34
the LeMoynites rough battle with Lane.
coming.
receives
He
them
at
overhead partition and %V a a
gone to college without some were 7-3 on the ,
trying moments. Two cage points. The spectacular corner
weekend.
The difficult job of guard- given to Lane.
type of athletic scholarship, TWO GAMES
games last week that weren't shooting of Johnson kept home, some go to his coach,
Shaw took it
ing
Lane's
Spillers,
Ira
high-sc
others
and
come
oring
Willie
and
though
dribbled until the clock
*decided until the final shots Washington ahead most of the
some of his teachers The Memphians were
slated Shaw was Captain Robert showed
to
Lester
High,
where
Robert
think
seven
he
were taken, will attest to the second half. He garnered 32
seconds. He
could have made the to take on Dillard and Miles
liambric's assignment and it shot for the basket and
H. Morris is principal.
honor roll and the National here the early
stresses and strains officials markers.
mispart of this can be said that Mr. Hambric
It would take a part-time
sed, with LeMoyne taking the
Honor Society with a little week and then shut
have to endure in their trade. BELL FIRED UP
down floor handled this chore skillfully. rebound,
secretary to answer the mail
and
more
effort.
LOSERS PROTEST
that
was
it.
Sc Avity until semester exams Shaw was limited to
The next night bedlam that Jones is receiving,
31 points,
TIGERS EYE LIONS
DECISIONS
I are over.
broke out at Bruce Hall when
a poor night indeed for him
Some alumni of Memphis Their next three
When Washington knocked former Memphian, Julian GOOD OFFERS
games will because he is the same man Just Like Chicago
Mail
coming
to
is
sixthe
State university and basketball be played on the
Lester from the unbeaten Bell, head mentor of Knoxroad at Tus- who ran up 48 points against
buffs of the area believe that kegee. Jan. 25;
ranks on a miraculous last ville College, protested a call foot-seven 17-year-old senior
at Benedict, Tennessee State in a recent BARTON-ON-SEA,, England
all
from
points
of
compass.
the
it would be nothing short of Jan. 28, and at Allen,
shot by James Johnson, and that gave LeMoyne an 82-81
Jan. 29. outing.
RICHARD JONES
— (UPI) — The local Clifftop
a major crime for the local The Magicians
LeMoyne's defeat of Knox- win rather than a possible Five members of the Big Ten
return to Other LeMoynites turning in Golf Course lost part of its
have contacted h i m. Ivy
ville when a basket by the 83-82 defeat. Bell. known for
honored. The magazine's num- school to let a little thing like their home court Feb. 1 to
League coaches want him, and
praise-worth
y
jobs
first
were
and second holes when
Robvisitors with five seconds re- his fiery temper that has exber one cnoice was seven-foot- Jones' complexion prevent tackle Alabama A&M, followmost of them make him
Nelson, Robert Hardaway, a 120-foot strip of land fell
one Lou Alcindo, a student at them from snaring him for ed by another home game on ert
maining didn't count, the of- ploded against just about every tempting
Paul Lowery, James Sand- into the sea.
offers, which include,
the Powell Memorial High next year's Tiger team, especificials were placed in a most official who has called his
room, board, tuition, books,
ally when the team was havschool in New York City.
precarious position. The men games while he was at the
$15 a month for laundry, and
in stripes survived, but not helm of Lane College and
Jones' other honors include ing a rough time in recent
a possible summer job.
until angry followers and one presently at Knoxville, march- One school up
having
been named to All- weeks.
East offered
coach had shown flagrant ed militantly across the floor him "fool-proof"
Southeastern
and All-South- Some times the entrie Tiga
plan, which
er team, on a night off, come
tempers.
toward Smith who had ruled provides that if something ern teams and the only unThere were two ironic as- what Bell thought was a good were to happen to him in the animous choice for All-State to the Lester gymnasium to
pects of each struggle. First, shot, no good because a Knox- Big City. Supposing he were last year. For the past two watch the Lions play, and an
James Smith was one of the ville player had stood in the to become so awed looking up seasons he has been named average of 25 whites have
1956 OLDS. 88 HOLIDAY COUPE AUTOM.
officials in each contest. Sec- restricted lane too long. Bell's at the tall buildings that he to All-Region, All-District and shown up for all of their
home games.
ondly, both Lester and Knox- advance was halted by the stepped off the sidewalk into All-City Teams.
P.B.S., R.H., AUTOM. TRANS.
$ 595.
Nearly 200 whites were on
Wille had a shot nullified that long reach of Smith who
held the path of an automobile and Twice the player has been hand to see the Lions vancould have won the game for off the raging coaching
1962 OLDS. 98 4 DR. SEDAN, AUTOM.
vet- was then unable to go back named to LeMoyne's All- quish Austin High of Knoxthem.
eran before any blows were on the hardwood again — then Tournament teams on the ville,
and Jones gave the
P.B., FACT. AIR COND.
$2695.
With the score tied at 69- passed.
this school would still give basis of his accomplishments spectators their money's
worth
69, Lester's Claude Hum- Players form both benches him his scholarship until he in the school's Holiday Tour- by sinking
in 40 points.
1963
OLDS.
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FULLY EQUIPPED
nament.
phreys hit a jumper with poured onto the floor but graduated.
$3695.
"There are a lot of good boys
about two seconds remaining. order was quickly restored "I am not going to decide HOPES TO GO PRO
on this year's team," Coach
1960
OLDS. 98 HOLIDAY SEDAN,
The points were not allowed and the remaining five
sec- about a school until the bas- Jones was the top scorer in Spillers said, "but they are
because the
Lions
were onds were played. The odd ketball season is over," he said the local Prep League of eight being overshadowed by Jones."
FULLY
EQUIPPED. BEAUTIFUL INT.
caught in the three-second thing about the whole
$1695.
thing last week, after the Lions had
lane. The Warriors called was that a technical foul dropped their first game of
1954 OLDS. 98, HOLIDAY SEDAN,
timeout and passed the ball wasn't called against Knox- the season to the Booker TH
Washington Warriors.
in to Johnson near the top ville. E. H. Simon was
P.S. B. Red & White
the
$ 395. ,
of the freethrow circle where second official in the game. WON MANY HONORS
the lanky sharp shooter fired
Since he began playing basFisk resolved its differences
1963 OLDS. WAGON, AUTOM., R.H., P.S.B
a perfect shot that sent the over what Coach Bus
Thomp- ketball for Lester, Jones has
FACTORY AIR CONDITION
heavily favored Lions down to son described as poor officiat- won just about all of the hon$3595
their first loss of the season. ing by walking off the
floor ors a high school student
Lester had a 5-0 loop record in a recent game here
1960
win.
Last year BUFFALO, N. Y. — Big play.
OLDS. 88 4 DR.,,SEDAN, AUTOM.
with could hope to
at the time.
LeMoyne. Many fans felt the he made the high school Bobby Edmonds and little Bill Last Thursday night Porter
R.H., P.S.B
Johnson was mobbed by the LeMoyne slowdown tactics Scholastic
Magazine's
All Bradley teamed up to give the wore out the nets in Kean's
$1495.
Washington fans while the of- were responsible for Fisk's America. He was one of three Tennessee State netburners a Little Garden
pouring in 37
1959
PONT.
ficials, Smith and Jimmy frustrations more so than
4
DR.,
H.T.,
Tennesseans
listed
R.H.,
AUTOM.
with
the
79
to 69 come - from - behind points to pace the Hunter$ 995.
the
Jones, nearly got the same officiating.
top 15 players in 50 states.
victory over the Canisius Col- coached crew to a 115-84 decitreatment from some of the
1957 FORD F.L. COUPE, AUTOM. R.H.
This year he was rated lege five here last Saturday sion over the Baton Rouge, La.,
Thompson was sued a few
$ 595
disgruntled Lester backers, years ago for showing his dis- number two among the five night.
based Southern university.
who maintained that time had pleasure over officiating
players
top
in
school
high
the
1959
BUICK, 4 DR., H.T., AUTOM. R.H., P.S
Six-foot-six Edmond wheel- BULLDOGS 'BITTEN'
with
$1195.
a xpired before the last shot a violent act in Knoxville
country in a pre-season All- ed around the key for 29 points
The TSU-Southern game was
Was fired.
against Dusty Leonard. Leon- America by a national sports to lead the way to the Big the second
1956 PONT. H.T. HOLIDAY COUPE, AUTOM
part of a doubleIt was a bitter defeat for ard was sltsgged by
$
Thompson. magazine, and is the only boy Blues' third win of the week, header which saw a desperate
Coach Ira Spillers, who had
For those fans who saw the in the state of Tennessee so but Bradley's long range Fisk university rally
fall !Mort
1963
OLDS.
88
HOLIDAY
SEDAN,
Lester-Austat game, Leonard
string music overhauled Cani- as Kentucky State ripped the
was the Mile roly-poly gray- March in Louisville.
AUTOM. P.S.B., AIR COND..
sius' 34 to 30 halftime lead for Bulldogs 88 to 74 in the open.... $2995
ing man .who was helping Ireland said he was inter- Tennessee's eleventh win in 15 ing game. The contest
marked
coach the East Tennessee ested in Lloyd Stoval when starts.
the return of Johnny McLenquintet at the Lester gym.
the jumping jack was playing
Last Monaay night, the smal- don, Tennessee State's former
LOYOLA HERE MONDAY
for Carver. You can bet your lest man on the team, five- mentor, as head coach of KenThe pride of Chicago, the money that Lester's Jones eight senior guard
Bradley, tucky State.
1960 CADILLAC 4 DR. H.T., R.H.
Loyola Ramblers, guided by and Charles Paulk will be con- paced the Big Blues
with 25 With McLendon watching,
colorful Coach George Ire- tacted by Ireland.
Automatic, Air Condition
$2495
points as Coach Harold Hunt- the McLendon-coached Hunter
land, will invade Memphis
The Loquacious Ireland, er's crew snapped a three- led Southern's Jaguars 57 to
1
PHONE
PPIONI State Monday
night to do bat- who impressed visitors at a game jinx by cracking 'Illinois 41 at intermission. Southern's
1961 OLDS. 98 4 DR. SEDAN, AUTOM.
323.
323tle with our slumping Tigers. coaching clinic last summer 93 to 86 in Carbondale.
Coach Richard Mack was also
R.H., P.S. & AIR COND.
Loser of one game out of 14 at Tennessee State with his CLOSE GAME
$1895.
a former assistant of McLenat press time, the defending frankness, likes to tell of the
Willie Porter and Edmonds don before taking over the
1959 OLDS. 98 HOLIDAY COUPE
NCAA Loyola squad is led queer experiences he has en- shared the second scoring cage mentorship of Southern.
by two Nashville, Tenn., countered because of the Ram- spurt with 23 each. Trailing The doubleheader was billed
R.H., AUTOM. P.S.B. SHARP
$1195
hoopsters. Pearl High's Les blers' near all-Negro line-up. near the end of the first half, as "Coaches Homecoming,"
Hunter and Vic Rouse are Ireland told of meeting a tall Bradley hit a pair of charity because Tennessee's Head
sparks in the Loyola race expectant mother walking near tosses and Porter scored with Coach and assistant, Richard
horse attack. It was Rouse the street and presented her a hook as the buzzer sounded Miller, like Southern's Mack
who tipped in the winning with a Loyola baby size tee- to give Tennessee a 48 to 44 and John Brown, were McLenshirt. "If it's a boy send him intermission margin.
don-trained.
basket that dethroned Cincin- to Loyola,"
the flabbergasted
Southern's Salukis, led by
I"' Hydra.
nati as NCAA king pins last lady was told.
lanky Lloyd Stovall, made it a
cliffhanger throughout the sec- Know Your Negro History
ond half. It took Porter's jump The Fugitive Slave Act of
I 7.8
R.N., Dyne-Flow, ,
to knot the game with two 1850 gave any white an posminutes and 29 seconds re- session of a Negro if he could
maining. He iced the game established affidavit proof of
R.H., Hydra-Matic •
J7J
with a pair of charity tosses ownership before a special
with less than a minute to federal commissioner,
IN STOCK to choose from

1.111111111111111114 B111 UTTLP11111111111.M.

962 UNION AVENUE

TSU's Netburners Win
ree Games In A Row

395.

"NO" This is
Not a Gimmick
$50" DOWN,
Ride in

++ 1110K 4+ LOOK +4 LOOK

Hour

2348"
LAMAR

R ussELL

195/ Pontiac •

$/95

1958 Buick

1955 Olds.

$70c

298

•sac
•

1955
Buick'
2 Dr.,:H.T., R.H.,
Dynallow

$395

1958
Olds.
Dr., H.T., R.H.,
HydramaNc

1956
Buick
spec lel, 2 Dr., KT.,
DYnotlow

1956 D6dge
956 Buick
411C•""
4 Dr. HI.'
R.H., Dynoflow

1956 Dodge
4

Dr., Pushbomen
R.M

1957 ford
4 Dr., V-8,

$395
'595
$595
$495

$595
$495
$495

BLUFF CITY
2348 BUICK 2348
LAMAR

SCHILLING

23.2671 Ms.323.2611

REEVES

(C,13X Z.3E
276-6613

PARKWAY MOTORS

SHOOTS THE WORKS

MILES or 5-YEAR WARkANTY
ON EVERY NEW 7963 DODGE

WE WILL SELL 100 NEW CARS IN JANUARY AT SOME PRICE

300 TO CHOOSE FROM

DON'T NUTTIN1 BEAT

CHUCK HUTTON

'63 DODGE

2-Dr. Sedan

$

DOWN DELIVERS

LAMAR

SOU
TH
1
f

CO ILA ICAS
OPEN MITES

, 00

1955 Pontiac
2 Dr., H.T., Hydra.
Marie

NEW
DODGES

WITH

"43 YEARS WITH DODGE"
1170 Unioa • • Open Evenings •. BR

5-8143

FINANCING AVAILABLE

I. Positive Expense Controls
3. Bank Rate Financing
2. Low Overhead Suburban Location
4. Plenty of Perking
S. Best Serslce Dept. In Town

Pnalt-lIntinn Tfestor, Eloctrie Wipirs Eilroethrnal
Signals, Torsi/mains BIde, Alternator,
Anti-Freeze.
'

CHUCK HUTTON Co.

A BRAND NEW
1964 COMET
OF YOUR CHOICE
EQUIPPED THE
WAY YOU WANT IT!

36-MONTH FINANCING
SCHILL
ING

felts am eselldeete to as sod 9. way we de bailees,' Waal vise give is • try?
20 Sales Specialists to Serve Teel

PARKWAY MOTORS

2144 LAMAR
324.3711

Patel:

DEFENDER
SATURDAY, JANUARY 18, 1914

Local Pan Hellenic Council To
Reveal 'Greek Of The Year' At
Annual Fellowship Dinner, Jan. 17

When the Memphis Pan
Hellenic Council holds its annual fellowship dinner at the
Holiday Inn, 2300 S. Bellevue
Blvd., Friday, Jan. 17, the
featured item on the agenda
is revealing the "Greek Of
The Year."
The dinner-meeting is set
for 7:30 p.m.

Book On Computers
To Be Reviewed By
IBM Representative

Each local sorority and fraternity has entered representatives in the contest. The
1963 "Greek of the Year"
award went to Mrs. Bernice
A. Calloway of Zeta Phi Beta
sorority, who is a teacher at
Porter Junior high school.
The "Greek of the Year"
committee which select the
winner is composed of nonGreeks whose identity is
known only to the committee.
Miss Velma Lois Jones of
Alpha Kappa Alpha is presi-1
dent of the Pan Hellenic
Council, Mrs. Minnie Echols ,
of Sigma Gamma Rho, vice
president; and Miss Janet 1
Lewis of Delta Sigma Theta
is secretary.

"The Thinking Machine,"
written by the outstanding
science writer, John Pfeiffer,
will be reviewed during the
Lunching With Books pro
gram this Thursday, Jan. 16, al.
at 12:15 in Cossitt library.
Patterned after the structure and functioning of the

Gospel Temple
m
ans Men s Day

Tri-State Defender's Newsboys above are part
of the nearly
200 who gathered for a Christmas Party,
held recently at
Abe Scharff Branch YMCA. Some of the newsboy
s elected
to continue to play games rather than to pause
long enough
for this photograph. Hostess to the newsboy
s was Mrs.
Whittier A. Sengstacke, Sr., wife of the
newspaper's general manager, who played host to the boys.
Directing the

games in the gymnasium was Dan Partee, boys'
program
director of the YMCA. Assisting in serving
refreshments
and entertaining the boys were Melton Thomas
, Jr., executive secretary of the Branch YMCA, and
Thaddeus T.
Stokes, editor of the newspaper, who passed out candy
and prises to the newsboys. At left with the boys
is Stokes.
at the right is Sengstacke. (Staff Photo by Ernest
Withers)

$4,000 In
Christmas
Bonuses
The Memphis Branch of
North Carolina Mutual Insurance Company on Vance Ave.,
passed out nearly $4,000 in
Christmas bonuses to its employees; presented the local
manager's wife a plaque, and
awarded a 10-year service pin
to a debit manager during a
Christmas program at the office last Thursday evening.
Receiving the plaque w as
Mrs. Lonnie C. Walker. The
10-year service pin was awarded to Melvin Robinson by L.
B. "Dean" Green, who retired
from the company in 1957.
"I am utterly surprised," said Mrs.
Lonnie
from Michael Romby while Lonnie C. WalFeatured remarks were
C. Walker when she was present
ed an
ker, left, husband of the honoree and manmade by Maceo A. Sloan, CLU,
award by the Memphis Branch of
North
vice president and associate
ager of the local insurance office, look on.
Carolin
a Mutual Insurance company last
agency director from the comAt the right is Maceo A. Sloan, CUT,
vice
pany's home office in Durham, Thursday evening during a Christmas propresident and associate agency director
of
gram at the office located on Vance
N. C.
Ave.
the company, of Durham, N. C.
Above Mrs. Walker is receiving
Sloan revealed that the comthe Plaque
pany paid $188,000 in Christmas bonuses this year.
Mrs. Walker said, on receiving the plaque "it is with a
.... The Home of
great deal of humility and
pride I accept this award. I'm
deeply grateful for what you
have done for me. When I met Dr. G. F. Pinkston, who died
and married my husband 26 recently at
the age of 87 at
years ago, who was employed
by North Carolina Mutual." his home near Cordova, left
Miss Ella Mae Pierce pin- LeMoyne College $500, it was
ned a corsage on Mrs. Walker. learned this week. The physiI Manager Walker announced cian and landowner was a
'$9 Cadillac .
$2215 '63
54695
S•nnn D.Vffle. Lizlit blue, SedanCadillac
some of the goals set for 1984 regular contributor to the col10 chorale from)
fully equipped. factory air. White. 12
lege.
equIpPed, facbefore a turkey dinner was
36.000 actual one owner tory air.fully
10.000 one owner
miles. Like new.
miles and like new.
served.
'0 Cadillac
'63 Cadillec
$54995
Leading the group in sing- Know Your Negro History
Fleote,ed. sol,.i whits$2795
fully Coup,. DeVille. Silver red
equipped, fa, tot y air. Extra leather trim. fully equipped.
ing was Cubic Johnson. Also Benjamn Bannaker, born
nice.
facterv
air,
actual
17,000
appearing on the program Nov. 9, 1731, was famed as an
'59 Cadillac
$1995 one owner alien. Like new.
Sedan. White folly equipped, '62 Cadillac
were Rev. L, D. Wortha, John astronomer, publisher of a ser$3995
(aelorY air Extra nice eity menthe DoVills Persian sand.
Childers, A. L. Thompson, ies of almanacs, and the calray,.
fully equipped. factory air.
Cadillac
Charlie Morris and L. B. culator of locust plague cycles.
12115 Ci1y rae Extra nice.
Estan. Persian sand fully '61 Cadillac
Green.
53395
•ouloPed• factory air. one Coups DeVille CI to choose
owner. Real

$500 Willed
To LeMoyne

Student Day At
Centenary
When Student Recognition
Day was recently observed at
Centenary Methodist Church,
featured speeches were delivered by Miss Jacqueline
Moore, a student at Memphis
State university: - and.Leon
Brownlee, a senior at Morehouse college m Atlanta, Ga.
Worship leaders were James
Haley, a student at LeMoyne
college and Thomas Milam, a
student at Memphis State
university. John Clayborn, a
student at Langston university in Langston, Okla, sang

a solo.

NEED MONEY?

Solve Your Problems With a Small, Low Cost

Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Cash You
Get —
S 500.00
$1,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
$2,500.00
$5,000.00

Approx.
Mo.
Payments
S 12.90
$ 23.70
S 34.50
S 45.50
S 56.20
$110.82

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank
72 MADISON

Dial JA 6-0637
. 1954 CHEVY TRUCK
2'i Too Step-Van Duo bock
wheels, 12,000 lb. load
capacity.
Pads' Dollies.
All Aluminum Body. . .Excellent Condition.

CALL
215-3972 or 526-8391

• 10, 20,5 Liabilityinsironce
• Low Rates for Safe Driver
• Protection for Every Driver
• Cancelled or Rejected Risk
Also Insured.
•
• 14o Charge for SR-22
• Compare Prices before you
Buy
• All Rates Are Not The Sam•
• Budget Tern's en All Polici“

FOR HOME APPOINTMENT
Cali: Mr. Somerville
946-0712 (Reel 141-2669

ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
—It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

nice.
'60 Cadillac
S2695
sedan DeVille. Sky blue,
fully equipped factory air.
One owner. Extra nice.
'61 Cadillac
•
$3395
speatt Delano 12 to • enonx•
from), on. tan other turquoise. Both fully equipped,
factory air. and extra. extra
:harp.
'60 Cadillac
$2495
Celan. Black. fully *quipped.
factory air. One 'owner and
real nice
55 Cadillac - .••
75 Series. R passengerS3295
ninths Black, while Limfully equipped. dual air, top,
one
owner trad•-in. Extra Clean
and In perfect condition
57 Cadillac ... • • 51015
Cnupq
DeVIlls Turquoise
white fop. fullv equipped,,
(artory air. Real nice.

from). White—Black-- Tut.nuniae. all fully *quipped.
factory sir. All One owner
end extra clean,
'42 Cadillac • - • - $3695
Sedan. Silver. full,. equipped.
factory air, one owner trade
in that's like new.
'62 Cadillac
53495
Fleetwood two to choose
from), both light blues,
fully equipped, factory air.
Extra nice new ear trade-ins.
'42 Cadillac
•$311.15
Coupe. Turquoise, white top.
fully equipped, factory air
One owner trait-la.
'0 Cadillact
$3895
Sedan DeVille (3 to rho...
from). Blue— WhIte—Creen,
fully
all
choloa.t.
air. One owner. Extrafactory
nice.
'59 M
y
$1195
4.4nee hardtop.

NOTICE

• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH
•

Fill- in the order blank today, and start the Defender coming
to you weekly.

Mother's name

Address.
Number of papers wanted weekly

Mail to: TR1-STATE DEFENDER 236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tennesee

•
•

50 gals.

of Gus
With Purchase of Cars
Listed Below

1%2 FORD GAL. 2 DR. H.T.
R.H., AT., W.S.W., P.S., AIR. EX. CLEA
N

1495

$150.00 DOWN WITH GOOD CREDIT

R.H., AT., W.S.W., P.S.B.

1645

NO MONEY DOWN WITH GOOD CREDIT
1961 CHEV. IMP. 2 DR., H.T.
R.H., A.T., P.S.

1795

30 MONTHS TO PAY

APP
chu
of
chu

•

GI
El

RAMBLER,

211-2516 Poky.*

3100 Summer at Baltic
a
iq▪ueusimsemmsams••
••••••••••e

CL S•So20

rt

Mid-South's Largesi Used Car Mart

A3
suffer:
that
Presle
her •

Watch Our Ads

Classified Ads...
Autos For Sale

For Sale Misc.

Help Wanted

2 TRANSISTORS RAMOS $4.
OR PARTIES AGENTS TO
Men. automatic self opening pustp FULL
sell household •pPlianCes and furni.
button acetate umbrellas, $3.00 se, tures
commission With chance
Blue denim shop won. $1.25 ea, Long to ownLiberal
Mocks In a growing concern.
Making Phonograph records of Ray High school
seniors or graduates. EerieCharles, B.R. King. Duk• Ellington, cially
solicited. 13 week. course in
Etta James, Teddy Wilson, Erroll
offered free.
Garner. etc. $1.50 ea. We pay postage. salesmanshipPhone
398-7956
Write for inustrated price Meet,
NIUE HOME FOR R9.NT
AMERICAN NEGRO, MAIL ORDER
CO. 3512 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago. 3 LARUE ROOMS - HALF BATH
retired or settled couple. Near
- 50653
lar hue tlae. Stove FURNISHED. PolmONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETE
ER 241287
mattress and spring, one dr,
.....
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN MAKING
2 chest of drawer., one washing ma530 to $100 during your spare time"
chine. One dinette net, one sewing
A G,eat opportunity await, you for
machine, CA1.1. RR
2370 2152
Oinked time only. Call 042-5639 ImmeSALESMEN WANTED diately
Piedmont St,
for appointment and further InMen neeile4 for permanent position formation
Monday thru Friday. 9 to 5
high school education required.

Furn. For Sale

Help Wanted

For Sale Misc,

Goodyear
1128 Union Avenue

5 ACRES FOR SALE

3108 N. Germantown Road north of
Highway 64 it. Ellendsle
be
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs.can
George
Gibbe. Jr.

Salary Guaranteed

For
Vicinity of Parkway and
McMillan. Profitable businese. 3 double
load washers new. For further infon
notion call 945-9620

Check Cur Ads Oafly

For Women or Men

SALESMEN WANTED

LAUNDRY MAT
Sale.

595.00 A Week
Call Mr. Hale

Earn $50 00 or more weekly in your
home. Writr; Benjamin Hunter Boa
4463, Cukor>, Dimas 60607

BARBERS WANTED
1745 Castalia. WH 8-9262.
Ask for Mr. Goffman.
RESOLVE TO work for good government in '64. Elect Oeorge Orider to
Congress Write Elect °rider Cammitt, 225 Hickman Bldg.. Memphis.

Houses For Sale

Seattle, Washington
Elegant English
Brick horne. Top
toned. prentige district Four bedroom.. Full tiled basement. Panoramic
view. Two fireplaces, double plumbing. large. beautifully landscaped lot.
Lovely condition. Unusurd view-recreelion roorm walled in glans, xvith private entrance. Ideal for entertaining
or whtile business use. Could acrom•
moderate entail group on two families —
Lease $200, wit on assumption.

Willing to work 3 or 4 hrs, a day
$35.00 — $55.00 weekly selling
Coemetles and Household
needs.
Apply 300 East McLemore
9 A. M — 11 A. Id
WANTED
2 Beauticiana with followinga to
work in modern 'hop. Apply 300
East McLemore
Ph. 948-8689

EAst 3-8262

•

$6000 handles
948-9508
NAVE EXCELLENT OPPORTUNIT•
Lenore Hartley
Will do typing In my home or office. for qualified. interested person wh
desires to make 550 to $100 per week 1154 19th Ave. East.
323-4657
Phone
during spare time. Na erre limit. Fo
further information call 942-5639 Mon- Full or part time agents to Nell houseday thrti Friday 9 to 5 p.m,
hold appliance and furniture. Liberal
cominteMon with chance to own stock
in a growing concern. High school
eeniors or graduate.. Especially solicited•
LOAN OFFICE
13 weeks course in salesmanship offered free.
PHONE 398-7956
BEALE ST.

CALLING

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
— •—

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call IA 6-8391 Now!
236 So. Wellington St. 4iti

AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU

6 ROOM HOUSE

6 room 2 bath bouse, or duplex. Sams
as new. G. I. aPPre/sed. 2530 Calbert.
Telephone 324-0485

Salesmen
and
saleswomen
HOUSES FOR RENT
wanted to sell retail advertis.
ing in the Memphis maiket. 647-53 South Wellington St.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
3 Room Frame, Duplexes
per cent contract commissionl
$32.00 per month
on the dollar.
Call BR 2-2115
THE TRI STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street

— HOUSE FOR RENT

Memphis, Tenn,
WANTED
MAN WITH CAR OR STATION
WAGON
MUST RC A GO-GETT
To &awe sod sell peters ERweek*
Salary plum commIsinon
New Tri-State Publi.hing Company
236 South Wellington Street
Owen College Student desires to do
Typing in Home or will go to the
Offire ran 323,4592 Miss Anode
1,1arner

Houses For Sale

1.
pi

Help Wanted

1954 Cher., 210 powerglide, extra
clean. $395.00 cash, after 5,30 p.m.
please call — GL 5-3278,
2 TON CHEVY STEP.I.N VAN. ALL
ALUMINUM BODY. DUO BACK
WHEELS, CAPACITY $2,000 Lbs.
Excelient
condition.
Call
8trid
27:5 3972

NEWSBOYS
E

SCHOOL ITEMS

Phone number

•
•

Monday
thru
Friday

ALL

NEWSBOYS

50 gals. FREE

•

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Sat. or Sun. $125
Sat. Open 8 AA. le 6 P.M.
Sun. Open 8 A.M. te 2 P.M.

r

Would you like to have the Tri-State Defender deliv
ercj
to your door weekly? YOU CAN EARN CASH FOR
THOS

YOUR NAME

CAR WASH $

Far

friCt07// flPPrOverf
emilable ONLY
from your Cadillac dealer
341 Wilda-4A 6-8207 or JA 7-9810
Ow [weals,'

LOOK!

omie•••••imisiommemsoinionei
sN
•
•
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC

MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-14.50

SOU'llIERN MOTORS. INC.

LOOK!

1960 OLDS. SUPER 88 2 DR. H.T.

tors bring their artificial intelligence, daily, to aid our
Men at Gospel Temple Bapmilitary, political, economic, tist Church
, 1080 N. Manassas
medical and other research
men. Much of their decision St., are making plans for anmaking, and ours, lies in the nual "Men's Day," set for
March 29. Chairman is Willie
circuits of these machines.
To help toward an under- Morgan. Co. Chairman is
standing of their use and im- James
Hill; secretary, Curtts
pact, an IBM representative,
Jay G. Parker, Jr.', will re- Mitchell and treasurer is Clifview the book and present ton Ayres. Rev. Nesbitt Alston
charts, diagrams and other is pastor of the church.
visual material to clarify his
points. This is a world few Know Your Negro History
adults know, but in which
South, Carolina elected Fran- ,
children are being prepared cis L. Cardozo to the
office of ,
to move.
Secretary of State and later
Attend the review with to the office of State Treasur
er
sandwich in hand. Coffee will during the latter part
of th,
be available.
19th Century.

EPST162-16
EI4-166
N

farther Information see or rot an
of the Nina in
"Donee.
10/1 SI-40.1—xirtwAgri MASSEY—JERRY
PIERCE
FLOYD McKhEHEN—or-30$ McMINN
Many "lore Frani It hick Is Chem,
Law Financing — Up Ts 36 Metal's
To Pay

SALE SATE SALE SALE SALE

710 Madison 7 rooms and bath
$50.00 a month, apply 728
Madison. See Mr. E. Woodside

Special Services
GUARANTEE() N Y. LIVE-IN MAU
lobe. 535-555 wk. Fern advanced
Mallory Agency
L
N Y.

Houses For Sale

ATTENTION: A BETTER HOME FOR SALE

Looking for a better home. Ideal central
location, near
churches, schools, parks? See this 3 bedroom
brick home,
separate dining room, fenced yard, garage,
in ideal A-1
condition. Prompt possession if desired. FOR
SALE BY
OWNER. FHA, e400.00 down. Call BR 6-1585.
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lATHAN'S
LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGA
GE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

U.

MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

,176 111711 DIAL STREET JA 6-5300

.
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